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Polydor

-RCA

Warner Bros
Columbia
Capitol
Tamla
Capitol
Atlantic

- HIJACK-Herb*
Mann
Green

LOV{(Love)-Al

HI

LOVE WONT LET ME WAIT +Manor Harris
CUT THE CAKE-Average Whits Band
THE IMMIGRANT-Neil Sedalia

Atlantic
Atlantic
Rocket

MNOT USA-Jecol Colts
DON'T TELL MEGOOONIGHT-Lobo

Capitol
Big Tree
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YOUNG AMERICANS

Devld Bonne

ONLY
RAINY DAY PEOPLE

-Gorden Lightfoot

RCA

AtiaE

Cooper

Repk

lain and the Bluanobs
Philadelphia lntemiGordy il

SHAAEY GROUND -Tampbbon,
LOVIN'YOU- Minnie Ripenon

EPIC

I-Jimmy
-Paul Wynn. Vocalist

THE BERTHA BUTT BOOGIE Pt

Burch
9/AVING CREAM

CMI

Caster

GET DOWN GET DOWN (Get On The Floor!-Joe Si mon

LASTPAREWELL-Hoerr WhitbAer

ILL PLAY

-

Atlantic
Vanguard
R

FOR YOU (Hear The Band)

Seals and Crofts
WHAT AM I GONNA 00 WITH YOU

BY ME-John Lemon
EMMA-Hot Chocolate
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Harvest
Capitol
Swan Song
ABC
Decca

Atlantic
-

GTO

RM1UBBC

EMI
CBS

RCA
Epic

YOUNG AMERICANS, David Bowie
PERFECT ANGEL, Minnie Riperton
FISH RISING, Steve Hillage
CRIME OF THE CENTURY, Supertramp
BRIDGE OVER TROUBLED WATER, Simon and Garfunkel
AND I LOVE YOU 50, Perry Como
I

CHART

Supplied by British Market Research

/ Mbsic Week

US chart supplied by' Billboard
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MCA
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Philips
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record we're
giving away with this week's Record
Mirror
the first of three such records
we are unable to print this week's
BBC singles chart and the new
American charts. We are able, however,
to bring you the top British albums. We
hope you agree with us that the free
record makes the delay worthwhile, and
chart compilers will be able to catch up
on their figures next week.
the free
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CHICAGO VIII
Columbia
THAT'S THE WAY OF THE WORLD
Earth, Wind
Fire
Columbia
PHYSICAL GRAFFITI Led Zeppelin
Aran Song
HAVE YOU NEVER BEEN MELLOW
Cigna Newton -John
MCA
CRASH LANDING Jlnri Hen Ma
Renew
FUNNY LADY/ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK RECORDING
Barbra Streisand
Arab
TOMMY/ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK RECORDING
P
STRAIGHT SHOOTER Bad Company
Swan
F
AN EVENING WITH JOHN DENVER
R
WELCOME TO MY NIGHTMARE Alibi Cooper
Atlantic
AUTOBAHN Kratbeerk
Verbeci
SHEER HEART ATTACK Queen
E leeRRe
FIVE SIDE Ace ,
Anchor
NIJTHIN' FANCY Lynyrd Skyrryrd
Wanner tiro,
HEARTS America
Warner Bros
BLOW BY BLOW Jell BMA
Epic
BLUE JAYS Justin Hayward and John Lodge
Thresidd
KATY LIED Steep, Dan
ABC
JUST A BOY Leo Say
Warner Bros
A SONG FOR YOU Temptations
Gordy
JUST ANOTHER WAY TO SAY I LOVE YOU
Barry White
2011, Century
YOUNG AMERICANS David BOMB
RCA
GREATEST FITS AI Green
HI
FEEL LIKE MAKIN' LOVE Roberta Flack
MM ntc
THE RE'S ONE IN EVERY CROWD
Eric
Cbpnn
SONGBIRD lease Coln Young
Warner
Brs
THE MYTHS AND LE GE NOS OF KING ARTHUR
Rick Wakeman and the English Rock Ensemble
Al M
JUDITH Judy Cabins
Elektra
MISTER MAGIC Grover Waanmggbton Jr.
KWu
BLUE SKY NIGHT THUNDER Miylael MN,reh.y
Eric
TO BE TRUE Harold Melvin and The luenotea
PMIaOepHa Intemaon nal
TOM CAT To
Torn Scott and L. A. Eapreas
Ode
ILL PLAY FOR YOU Seals and Crofts
Warrnae Bros
FLYING START
GODDESS Ramsey ewis
Úunbia
FRAMPTON Peter Frampton
AL N
ROCK N' ROLL John Lennon
ppeae
8L000 ON THE TRACKS Bob Dylan
Cduairbe
COLD ON THE SHOULDER Gordo tigtWooI
Rpp.ise
PLAYING POSSUM Cady Simon
Ele Wa
BUSTIN' OUT Pure Prairie Leaiwe
RCA
STEPPING INTO TOMORROW Donald Byrd
Blue Nob
FOR EARTH BELOW Rodin Trower
11
PERFECT ANGEL Minnie Ripen..
Epic
PIECES OF SKY Emmyyl1pyu Hama
Raul:
PLUG ME INTO SOMETHING Henry Gross
YESTERDAYS Yes
Adnec
PUT IT WHERE YOU WANT IT Aver age Whhe Band
MCA
HEART UKE A WHEEL Unda Ronstadt
CslMI
CRIME Of THE CENTURY%pertrarrrp
Al M
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THIS WEEK'S
CHARTS

Epic

Vertigo

-

Magnet

BECUASE of

RCA
Bell
GTO

Apple
20th Century
Philadelphia

-

Pye
RSO
EMI
Soviet

London

.
ON THE LEVEL, Status Quo
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES.
Steve Harley Er Cockney RebelIAN HUNTER, Ian Hunter
BAND ON THE RUN, Paul McCartney &Wings
CAN'T GET ENOUGH, Barry White
TAKE GOOD CARE OF YOURSELF, Three Degrees

TOMMY, Soundtrack
42
THERE'S ONE IN EVERY CROWD, Eric Clapton
43
AUTOBAHN, Kraftwerk
48
44
MUD ROCK, Mud
45
' STAMPEDE, Doobie Brothers
46 39 HIS 12 GREATEST HITS, Neil Diamond
47
I'M COMING HOME, Johnny Mathis
48 40 SOUVENIRS, Demis Roussos
49
TELLY, Telly Savalas
50 32 BLOOD ON THE TRACKS; Bob Dylan
41

CBS
20th Century

FOX, Fox
.
THE DARK SIDE OF THE.MOON, Pink Floyd
GLEN CAMPBELL'S GREATEST HITS, GIen.Campbell
PHYSICAL GRAFFITI, Led Zeppelin
KATY LIED, Steely Dan
HIS GREATEST HITS, Englebert Humperdinck
AVERAGE WHITE BAND, Average White Band
BEST OF TAMMY WYNETTE, Tammy Wynette

RCA
GRC

--

MAGIC-Pilot

20

19

Virgin

RUBYCON, Tangerine Dream
SIMON AND GARFUNKEL'S GREATEST HITS,
Simon and Garfunkel
JUST ANOTHER WAY TO SAY I LOVE YOU, Barry White
AL GREEN GREATEST HITS, Al Green
MEMORIES ARE MADE OF HITS, Perry Corno
ROCK 'N' ROLL DUDES, Glitter Band

AAab

THANK GOD CM COUNTRY BOY- John Denver
CHEVY VAN-Sammy Johns
SISTER GOLDEN
America
OLD DAYS Chicago
BAD TIME
Grand Funk
SHOESHINE BOY
Eddie Kendrick.
WHEN WILL I BE LOVED
Linda Ron sbdt

I)-

20

,

23

Epic

Bureau

4.

Bell
ONCE UPON A STAR, Bay City Rollers
Avco
THE BEST OF, Stylistics
Mercury
THE ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK, 10cc
Bell
ROLLIN', Bay City Rollers
Decca
20 GREATEST HITS, Tom Jones
Virgin
,TUBULAR BELLS, Mike Oldfield
THE MYTHS AND LEGENDS OF KING ARTHUR,
A&M
Rick Wakeman and the English Rock Ensemble
DJM
ELTON JOHN'S GREATEST HITS,Elton John
Vertigo
TOMORROW BELONGS TO ME, Sensational Alex Harvey Band
Threshold
BLUE JAYS, Justin Hayward and John Lodge
A&M
THE SINGLES 1969-1973, Carpenters
Island
STRAIGHT SHOOTER, Bad Company
Apple
Lennon
ROCK'N' ROLL -John
United Artists
THE SHIRLEY BASSEY SINGLES ALBUM, Shirley Bassey

Elektn

KILLER

WILDFIRE-Michael Murphy
BAD WCK (Part
Hook!

12

26
27
28
29
30

CBS

AceMellor

MIRACLE-Barry Manikin,
QUEEN- Queen

14
6
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25

Avco
Apple
Vertigo
Sonet
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16

22
23
24

Black Magic
' Polydor
CBS
Spark
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13
14

15
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21

Jayboy

"

18
8

12

Decca
RCA
Buddah
Tamla Motown

HE DON'T LOVE YOU Rule I Love You)Elektra
Tony Orando and Dawn
ABC/Dot
BEFORE THE NEXT TEARDROP FALLS- Freddy Fender
(Her WontYou Play) ANOTHER SOMEBODY DONE SOMEBODY
ABC
WRONG SONG-B. J. Thomas
AL M
JACKIE BLUE-Oeark Mountain Daredevils
Columba
SHINING STAR
Earth. Wind and Fire
Fantasy
Blackbyrd.
WALKING IN RHYTHM
MCA
PHILADELPHIA FREEDOM-Elton John Rand
A6 M
ONLY YESTERDAY-Carpenter.
Warner Bros
LONG TALL GLASSES (I Can Dance)- Leo Sayer
United Artists
I DORTUKE TO SLEEP ALONE-PaulMW
HOW LONG

20
19

21

11

A&M
Mercury*
Magnet
Bradley's

ISRAELITES,Desmond Dekker
CUT THE CAKE,Average White Band
I'M GONNA RUN AWAY FROM YOU,Tami Lynn
THE UGLY DUCKLING,Mike Reid
SWING LOW SWEET CHARIOT,Eric Clapton
CALL ME ROUND,Pilot
VIVA EL FULHAM,Cottagers
GIRLS,Moments & Whatnauts
TAKE YOUR MAMA FOR A RIDE,LuIu
THERE'S A WHOLE LOT OF LOVING,Guys & Dolls
IMAGINE ME, IMAGINE YOU,Fox

Barry White
BLOODY WELL RIGHT- Supertramp
TRAMPLED UNDERFOOT-Led Zeppelin
I WANT TO BE FREE-Ohio Plawn
SUPERNATURAL THING Pee
Ben E King
I WANNA DANCE WITH' CHOO(One Dat Duea)DlecoT.a and The See -0 -Leta,
REMEMBER WHAT I TOLD YOUT° FORGET/MY SHIP

22

11

Bell
Chelsea
Bell

LADY MARMALADE,Labelle r
I GET THE SWEETEST FEELING,Jackie Wilson
THE FUNKY GIBBON,Goodies
WOMBLING WHITE TIE AND TAILS,Wombles
SING BABY SING,Stytistics
STAND BY ME,John Lennon
AUTOBAHN, Kraftwerk
HASTA LA VISTA,Sylvia

--

47

8
9
10

Decca

.

a AUTOBAHN-Kralrerk
WOMEN-Alin
35
29

4

THE TEARS I CRIED,Glitter Band
I WANNA DANCE WIT CHOO,Discotex & The Sex-O-Lettes
LOVE LIKE YOU AND ME,Gary Glitter
ONLY YESTERDAY,Carpenters
LIFE IS A MINESTRONE 10cc
LOVE ME LOVE MY DOLd,Peter Shelley
WE'LL FIND OUR DAY,Stephanie De Sykes
SWING YOUR DADDY,Jim Gilstrep

--

40

7

Philadelphia

A LITTLE LOVE AND UNDERSTANDING,Gilbert Becaud

26
44
15

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

6

SAVE ME,SilverConventioit
Magnet
I'M FOREVER BLOWING BUBBLES,West Ham United 1st Team Squad Pye

-

30

CBS
Mowes`t
Bell

The Four Seasons

HOLD ON TO LOVE,PeterSkellern
FOX ON THE RUN,Sweet
THE WAY WE WERE,Gladys Knight & The Pips
SORRY DOESN'T ALWAYS MAKE IT RIGHT,Diana Ross
GET DOWN TONIGHT,K. C. El The Sunshine Band ',
WHERE IS THE LOVE Betty Wright
PAPA OOH MOW MÓW,Sharonettes
DON'T DO IT BABY, Mac & Katie Kissoon
ONCE BITTEN TWICE SITY,Ian Hunter
SKIING IN THE SNOWIWig'ans Ovation

1

2
10
3
9
7

DING-A-DONG,Teach-In

27
24
28
29
46
43
19

25

Et

2
3
4
5

Magnet
UA

BYE BYE BABY,Bay City Rollers
TAKE GOOD CARE OF YOURSELF,Three Degrees

.11_1

LNI15
1

Epic
Epic

METRYAGAIN,TammyJones

THE NIGHT,Frankie Valli

25

14

18

LET

TOP50

Rock

LOVING YOU, Minnie Riperton
STAND BY YOUR MAN,Tammy Wynette
HURT SO GOOD,Susan Cadogan
HONEY,Bobby Goldsboro

rA.
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RECO

STEVE HARLEY and Cockney Rebel
and Steeleye Span will co-star In this

year's Crystal Palace Garden Party
V111. It will be their only UK appearance

HARLEY

this summer.
.

Special Guests at the Party on June 7 will be the
Jack Bruce Rand featuring Carta Biey and Mick
Taylor, making their only London appearance this

ger

The party, which as the name suggests is the
eighth, that has been held on the Palace Bowl sib,
will start at 12 midday and finish at eight in the
,evening.
Tickets will be £2.75 In advance or ES as the day.
They are available In advance through the post
from: Harlequin Records, 92, Groat Pulteney St,
London W 1.
Any further Information can be gleaned by
phoning 439 3063. Tickets should be on sale at all
Harlequin record shops by the end of the week.

Injury
row hits
Sweet

"At the end of the
band's act, Andy snaps
his guitar in two by
breaking It onto the

stage. It's all part of an
effects thing which takes
place during their 13«11 room Blitz number, with
simulated explosions and

smoke."

He added that Sweet
had sent flowers to the

Injured girl immediately
they heard of the Injury,
but there had been no
mention of blame.
He said: "It is quite
inconciavable that any
part cif a guitar hit a
member of the audience.
We -have all the

5

k

.i¡

'No&

\.

A STAR

PALACE

'

-)

meets a Starr. Stevie meets
Ringo. Wonder says hello to an exBeatle. S. W. greets R. S. Steven Judidaa
shakes hands with Richard Starkey.
Boogey On Reggae Woman salutes Back
Ott Boogaloo. Anyway, they're at an
L. A. party.

claimed

from the stage.

TO THE

.

SWEET WERE at
the centre of a "who
did it" row this week
after a young girl
was paralysed at
Stuttgart, the final
concert of their
German tour.
Reports appearing to
the German Press

the fan was
struck by a guitar thrown
from the stage. She was
rushed to hospital where
It was discovered a piece
of skull bone had chipped
and entered her brain.
This caused paralysis of
the entire right side of her
body.
Last night a spokesman
for Sweet said: "At no
time did any member of
Sweet throw any guitar

INVITED

year.

NEWSDESK
01-607 641 f_

t

Early to rise
THE SUCCESS of Mud's Oh Boy single
means they will be going back on the road a
lot earlier than planned.
The band, who wound
up a nationwide tour in
early April, were not set

play any further
British dates until Septo

follow, before the band
leave for a Yugoslavian
tour In early June and
then dates W Hungary
and Czechoslovakia.

tember and October when
UK dates are:
a
full UK tour was Bournemouth Winter
scheduled. Due to the
Gardens (May 23);
single's success there has
Bristol Colston Hall (29);
been a glut of offers, and ' and Dublin Stadium (29).
the band have decided to
Confirmation is also due

play

a

number of

selectivedatesaroundthe
country later this month.

At the moment Mud are
extra UK dates will
on tour In Belgium. The

been re-released 'under
a new title Put It Where
You Want It. to coincide
with the band's current

Instruments, Including
Andy's, intact."
The tncldent follows
previous trouble for

success.

Sweet In Europe. Just
recently it became known

The cover design has also

Belgium because of court
sentences against two of

track How Can You Go
Home replaces The
Jugglers which originally opened side me.

been

.that the group were
unable to return to
them for obscenity.

changed

and a

in the

trouble

ANGRY FANS threw
coins

and

posters at
for June dates at Arthur Lee during
Nottingham Mecca Manchester Free Love's
Trade

Palais (June 28): Bridlington Spa Ballroom
(27); and Huddersfield
Football Ground (28).

PICKING UP THE

THE AVERAGE White
Band's first album
Show Your Hand has

Lee coins

Hall concert last week.

Trouble began when Lee
stumbled through Love's
first numbers, apparently
Incapable of playing
guitar, and shouted what
seemed like obscenities at
the 180-strong audience.
Fans started to leave
the Hall after only a few

numbers in which Lee
seemed only to play a
couple of chords. At one
stage he picked up a pair

of maraccas passing one
to a girl in the front row
and hurling the other
viciously into the audience.
Miming to his second
guitarist's lead breaks,
Lee staggered about on
stage and left the hall fir
long Intervals leaving the
rest of the band, who were
excellent, looking more
and more embarrassed
by the legend's antics.
The faces of many Love

single on May 18 to go
with the album.
Other numbers on the

package include

Twilight Zone, This
World Has Music.. and
T.L.C.

charges. Manchester police were not releasing
any names, but enquiries

Oh Roy
ROY WOOD'S first single
on the newly -formed Jet
label is titled Oh What A
Shame / Bengal Jig and
comes out on May 23.
Also, his long awaited
Mustard album is now
scheduled for end -of-June
release.

TEA

time

SWISS BAND TEA arrive

in England son for a
short promotional tour.
It's the band's first visit to
England and they will be
playing seven dates.

shock amazement, disgust and scorn as the

..

Owing to .a continued industrial
dispute beyond our control, Record
Mirror has again bad to go to press
with a black and white cover and. a
colour poster that has appeared
previously. We apologise for any
disappointment caused to readers,
and will return to full colour as
soon as possible.

.

American Graffiti album is set for release at
the end of May, :following an the success of the movie based package released last year.
More American Graffiti will be a double album set
containing 25 tracks from the early sixties, including
material by Little Richard, Carole King, The Coasters,
Buddy Holly and Lloyd Price.
As on the original album DJ Wolfman Jack will do
voice-overs, but unlike the last album, there will be no
film to go with it.
A SECOND

Seén_on`Top Of thePops:..

°

Later that evening,
following an incldedt at
the Manchester Free
Trade Hall, two male
members of a pop group
were arrested in connection with possible drug

followers registered, are still continuing.

PIECES MORE GRAFFITI
How Can You Go Home
will be re-released as a

band played on, carrying
the superstar guitarist of
old.
Support band, Dog
Soldier, were excellent
and It was their name on
most people's lips as the
members unite audience
filed outside.

Nów á Power Play on Luxembourg...
Definitely a hit...
.

-

CI-ZIPS"

Love Matters
F -R 13574

Marketed by

IDECCA1

h
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REBEL AT
THE RACES

STEVE Harley, of Cockney Rebel, Slade,
the Rubettes and-the Wombles, heads an
One's
array of stars who will be at Radio_
"race day" at Mallory Park on Sunday
(May 18).

,

NEUrSOESK

r

01-607 6411.

Other stars expected to
make personal appearances at the Radio One
road show caravan will

1

.;:o
!<

be Mac and Katie
Kissoon, Stephanie De
Sykes, Cozy Powell,

Duncan

debut

tour
LESLEY DUNCAN starts
her arst-ever concert tour
on May 13, as special

guest of American singer
Don McLean.
The tour kicks oft at
London's Albert Hall and
goes through to Leicester
and an album, Moonbathtng, will be rush -released
on May 16 to coincide with
the tour.
Previous to this Lesley
had made only three live

appearances.

Hoopla, now called Matt,

have found

a
new
guitarist and vocalist.
Ray Major will play
guitar and Nigel Ben.

Jambi

(s

handling

the

vocals.
Twenty year - old Nigel
was recommended by

Allmans
no split

.

NEW YORK CABLE,

Again to Greenwich,
but earlier in the week,

Manhattan Transfer

drew an audience of
rock royale to their one
fighter at the Bottom

Line. Elton John,

Some of them will drive
in a ten -lap race where
.they will come up against
the might of Radio One

Mott's original guitarist
Mick Ralph, who left two
years ago to join Bad
Company.
He had seen Nigel at

London's Marquee. At
the time Mott had already
heard more than 200 tapes
from all over the world
and auditioned nearly 00
vocalists without finding

the right man to replace
lam Hunter.

disc jockeys including
Noel Edmonds, Paul
Burnett and Anne Nightingale.

The band are currently

recording at Clearwell
-Castle, Gloucestershire

Ray Major (25), a
former member of Hack- with Ronnie Lane's
ensack, was Mott'. mobile studio and engioriginal choice to replace neer Alan Harris. Mick Ralph.. However
The band plans to tour
contractual problems Europe In the 'summer
made It Impossible at the before going to Canada. A
time and Ariel Bender British tour looks likely
joined instead.'
for the Autumn.

Hello to

support
Osmonds
HELLO have been confirmed as support band on
the Osmonds forthcoming
tour.
The group, who hit with
Tell Him, have a new
single out this week. It Is
a re - working of the old
Amen Corner number

.

C

Bend Me, Shape Me.

\ N.
PETER SARSTEDT, whose Where Do

!la

STONES

_

..

Immediately after playing their London concerts
with the Osmonds on May
28 and 28, Hello start their
first series of German
dates from May 31 until
June
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IN THE

ROAD
to hold their

Plant and Page had
come straight from an
uptown massage parlour. It had been there
that yet another gathering of the clans had
taken place when latest
Great British import,
Monty Python, decided

,

DO IT

emerged from the Island

of the same name.
Fortunately, they have
been booked for a longer
stint later In the year.

Amsterdam
he Is pictured (loft),
with Derek Taylor (right), Ms.na gins
Director of Warner Bros.

NEW YORK CABLE

Jimmy Page and Robert
Plant were all seen
swaying to the nostalgic
melodies of this band,

one of the best to have

Since recording with his brothers}
Rick and Clive, Peter has been living In
Copenhagen and more recently in

You Go To record was a hit for the
second time recently, has now signed to
Warner Bros. Records and will release
a new album, Tall Tree, on June 0.

....,. ...

THE ROLLING STONES started their
,tour of America here this week a month
early, and literally on the streets of New
York.
At a press conference to name the
replacement guitarist, M. Jagger and
ensemble quietly pulled up outside
Feathers restaurant on the back of a
large truck and then, anything but quietly
blasted into a loud and thwnping Brown
Sugar.

course as everyone now
knows. the replacement
is Ron Wood.

hopefully Three Degrees.

NEW MEN FOR MOTT

AFTER four months of
searching, Mott The

Dates for the tour are:
'
Albert Hall (May 13);
Brighton Dome (14);
Cardiff Capitol Theatre
(15); Bournemouth Winter Gardens (16); Bin
we go again
mingham Odeon (17); HERE
Reports that the Allman
Oxford New Theatre118)
have split up
Brothers
Glasgow Apollo (21); were strongly
denied this
Edinburgh Usher Halt week.
(22); Newcastle City Hall
In a phone call from
(23); Sheffield City Hall Mann,
Georgia, Frank
(24); Manchester Hard Fester, head of Capricorn
Rock (25); Croydon Records, said: "The band
Fairfield Halls (26) Is as close and together
Albert Hall (27): Lelce
now as It has ever been.
ter De Montfort Hall (26)
Although Gregg has been
There is also a doing solo work, this does
poaetbWty of her playing not mean that the group
Hyde Park on May 31
has split"

Men, women and
children Immediately
began appearing from
nowhere but before the
first street disco could
really get together, the
truck was disappearing
into the depths of
Greenwich Village. Of

Showaddywaddy and

f. S+lF I a
MOTT THE HOOPLEI Ray Major, Overend Watts, Morgan Fisher, Dale Griffin and Nigel Benjamin.

Farewell To
America Party Some-

where Completely Different. Knocked out by

the

success at

the

opening of their new
movie (queues to get In
started forming at 5
am), they were further
honoured by guests who

included Jeff Beck,

e

Nona Hendryx of Labelle, Andy Warhol and
Dick Caved.. Also, for a

r
`.
reason I couldn't quite
understand, there was a
rather large smattering
of American newscasters, which was
strange as Monty
Python's Lemon Curry
hasn't been shown on
the TV.
Concert -wise, Nell Se-

STONES: Blown sugars la lorry.

\,

./

daka opened here

Friday night and heavy
rumours are in the air
for yet another appearance from Elton. Elton,
In the meanwhile,
makes what I think Is

pretty well

MANHATTAN TRANSFER: Nostalgic me/odies.

a

first,

namely an appearance
on Soul Train. This is a
black music TV show
that comes out of
Philadelphia every Sat -

MONTY'S PARTY (from left).-- JimmyPe

Robert Plant.

,_-

_

_

e,- BNRMmkin,

Michael

Paton

and
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Funky Soul Sounds
on their first album
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SWEET SENSATIONS
TOUR DATES
MAY
14th Res ham Technical College
16th Country Bumpkin Club, ANDOVER
17th Links Pavilion, CROMER
nn SPEAKEASY (Radio Programme)
23rd Ipswich Ilospnal Social Club
24th South Pier Pavilion, LOWFSTOIT

ri

t

'o

0

"Traecys", GLOUCESTER
"Mr. George's COVINTRY
BRIDLINGTON
Town Hall, OAKLNGATES

28th
29th
30th

Spa Pavilion,

31st

MR,
4,7,1-14

so

lrom

;_
OO`
ra`k

bum

©
RECORDS
Also

vilble

ouShncton Tap., Cassettes and Cartnidnes

Q

w,

0
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JUNE
5th
Crvie Ilall, BARROW-IN-FURNESS
Floral Hall, SOUTHPORT
6th
7th
New Theatre, OXFORD
12th The Ballroom. KENILWORTH
14th Holiday Inn, BRISTOL
20th Dreamland Ballroom, MARGATE.
21st "Steam Machine", HANLI
22nd to 28th (Inc.) "Wooky Hollow",

LIVERPOOL
JULY
6th
12th
13th
24th
26th
27th

Princess Theatre, TORQUAY
Civic Centre, WHITCIIURCH
ABC, GREAT YARMOUTH
RAF, LINEHAM. NIL SWINDON
The Pundlon, WEST RUNTON
to 2nd Aug (Inc.) 'The Fiesta",
STOCCTON-ON-TEES
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Gee -Gee

GARRY
TALKS
ABOUT
HIS U.S.
PLANS

designs on'

9

J

Gary Glitter at the moment;
THERE'S A lot going on for high
in the charts, he's Just
his current single Is riding
contrary) notched up hie
(despite what people say to the
for America.
31st birthday and he'sabout to depart
Of -the three events, the latter is the one that's liable to
Having been to the
future.
have the most effect on Gary's visit, this.time
he's going
States last year on a promotional
single rot his first
there to record an album and possible
album will he
big attack on the American market. And theMike
Leander,
produced by an independent producer, not
and coproducer
regular
advisor,Gary's manager,

J

song-writer.

"America's the onemarket left for me to crack - and the one I know I
will break In the end, It's Just a matter of time.
It might sound big-headed, but I think I'm the
best entertainer around as far as pop's
concerned - and that goes for the States as
well as here and in Europe.
"I should probably have gone for the
American market a few years ago,- but
timing's the most Important thing. There've
been so many British groups who've gone
over to America positive that they'll succeed
and come back disappointed. A couple of my

by Sue
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records have broken over there, but I wanted
to do a promotional visit before I really tried
for the record market. The thing with my
songs is that so much of it is the audience
relational -nth. Songs like Do You Want To
Touch sound a bit slily when you don't know
what my stage act Is like, and I don't watt to
blow out that market before people get a
chance tokhow what I'm about
"The American producer was Mike's idea.
At the moment it seems quite likely that I'll be
working with Tony Silvester, who's worked
with people like Linda Lewis, Ben E. King
and Martha Reeves. Mike feels that to
succeed over there, It's best to work with
someone who knows what it's about
"There've been quite a few British
songwriters who've gone to the States to get
the feel of the place so that they can write
songs better suited for their,audiences. It
hasn't really worked and I think it would've
been better If they'd actually sat down with an
American who really knows what It's about "
The thought of a recording session with
Gary Glitter and a funky black producer
could almost make the mind boggle
Cary
gets soulful?
No! The last thing I want is to end up
sounding like the Philly sound - and that's no
disrespect to Philly. At the moment Mike and
I don't know what the end sound is going to be
like but don't forget that when Rock and Roll
Part II did start to break in the States, it broke
on the black stations, not the white ones. We'll
probably try some writing together, that
would be the best way to get into It "

release

Would the results of the Stateside sessions
be strictly for the Amerloan market or would
we hear them as well?
"I suppose it really depends what happens
It could well be that the
single and/or album
will come out here. "
Whatever the result Gary's determined
that even if he doesn't succeed this time, he'll
go ontrying. After all, in terms of markets,
It's about the only one that hasn't succumbed
to Glitter manta. After America, it's on
Australia and New Zealand for a tour, and It 71
be Christmas time before we
can expect loses
Gary and his merry men hitting
the Britian
concert halls.
Any worries about not selling out the IoW'
after the recent spate of halt -empty haul
reported for groups who might have expected
better?
"I don't think so. I haven't had any
problems filling halls yet,
I think some of the
groups who are going out on the road at the
moment are doing it the wrong way round - a
couple of hit records and they think the kids'il
come flocking to see 'em. You've got to servo
an apprenticeship in this business lust like
any other, and that means playing in every
small town and hamlet anywhere and
everywhere. The best way to get people fo
come
watch you is by word of mouth,
building
andup your fans slowly. "
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SONGWORDS
OH BOY!
Sung by MUD

with

Written by Tllghaman, Petty
and West

All of my love all of my kissin'
You're gonna see what you been
misain,

Oh can't you hear my poor
Collin'

OH BOY

OH

heart

A little bit o' loviñ makes everything
OH BOY
right
When you're with me
I'm gonna have some fun tonight
OH BOY
All o' my love
The world can see that you were All o' my kissin'
meant for me
You're gonna see what you been
missir
All of my life I been waitin'
OH BOY
Tonight there'll be no hosing tin
When you're with me

Philly?

,

OH BOY

The world can see that you were
meant for me

When Gary does tour Britain later this
It'll probably be limited to some dozen
or so major venues and, yes, he'll still
be
backed by the Glitter Band. Having
more
than come into their own, the Glitter
- In
the form of Gerry Shepherd - have Band
now
also
become involved

year.

BOY'

The world can see that you were
meant for me.

When you're with me

Stars appear and shadows

fall

Copyright 1957 by Nor Va Jak Music
Inc. , Southern Music Publishing Co
Ltd. , London.

.

In songw riling, Gerry
having co-written Gary's currenthlt
"I always thought that they had talent, I've
always felt that," Gary explained.
"When
they came out with Angel Face, I must
thought it sounded just like a Gary admit!
song. Then they bought out Goodbye Glitter
My Love
and I thought - aaaah; that sounds different,
and now with The Tears I Cried I
think
Gerry's come into his own as a writer. I asked
Motif he'd like to come round one evening and
we sat around discussing a song
me, both
writing lyrics - with contributions for
Mike and I booked the studio next day.from
It
was as
simple as that "
Whilst Gary might not have the same
success in America as some of his mates in the
business like Elton and Rod Stewart, he more
than makes up for It with his success in the
Far East and Europe. How near did he feel he
was to having to make some decision
whether or not he would be forced to becomeona
tax -exile?

-

:'ME,SHAPE ME
BEL11424

No sprit
"Well It's obviously something I'm aware
of, but in one respect I'm lucky in that I'm not

group and the money doesn't have to be
spllt. I'd hate to have to leave Britain because
I really do think that there's nowhere else like
It. I don't really know, but at the moment I
think I'm still alright, that I can go on paying
a

the taxes.

..r

r

"

Offsetting the gloom somewhat, Gary is
currently organising a new country retreat,
set in the heart of an undisclosed county.
Gary already has one home outside London,
as well as one in Majorca, but this one he
hopes to be able to see a
some of the others.

"Basically It's

a

little more

of than

farm -house, but I'm

having It extended - It'll probably be about
four times as large by the time I've finished,
complete with pool. It's got about eight acres
of ground, which includes an orchard and a
paddock. I'd like to have a couple of horses
there, but I don't think it's fair unless there's
someone there all the time, so that probably
won't happen for some time.
"It's also got a fairly fast -flowing trout
stream on the land - you probably know that I
get a bit fanatical about fishing. Something
I've always wanted is a kind of little island
surrounded by water, and I can probably
divert the stream round a section of land to
make one. A small pagoda on it, and I'll have
my perfect retreat!"
Obviously, there's much organising and
sorting going on In the Glitter camp, but
Gary's one real ambition as yet is
unforthcoming.
"I think I was quoted In a previous
Interview as saying I wanted to win an Oscar
and I suppose that the one thing I'd really like
to do is act. I've pretty well done everything
else I could have wanted to acting Is my one
challenge. Ever since Remember Me This
Way I've been indundated with scripts but
none of them's been right. They all want me to
be either a cowboy or a spaceman! There's
some talk about me doing a completely
straight role, but it's just talk at the moment
nothing's been settled."
Another open ended question, but despite
the obvious crossroads that currently face
Gary, he in no way feels that he's oonsclously
having to change his format.
"I think that Love like You And Me is
different from my last single and each of the
preceding ones has been pretty different.
I've never felt that I was ust repeating a
formula, because the pace has changed, and
now we've also changed the writing
partnership a bit by Including Gerry. The
American thing might change the Sound, but I
think I've kept it different myself."
Quite definitely a year when the big G could
have quite a lot going for him, and that Isn't a
sly way of refering to the gossip's delight: his
weight Just for the record, Gary had lost
over three stone on last viewing, and a delight
to the eye he was too, so there!

.
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Ariew'single from HELLO
voted Britain's brightest hope.

for 1975.
it's on Bell..

bell
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HITHERTO, many
of us were wider

sumed that a bit of
hanky panky was

the impression
that Mac and
Katie Kissoon
were man and
wife. This proved
rather embarra)3s-

going on.

MacFarthing (Mac Is
named after his father's
best friend who was a
Scottish wrestler!) are
just good ole brother

ing- It Katie was

and sister. Mac In fact,
is married to a midwife
and has three little
Klssoons.

seen with another
man: people as -

Katie Kissoon talks to Jan Iles

"People who come and
watch our act see tor
gazing into each other's

eyes, singing love

Of course, Katherine and

songs, and automatically think we're marMed," she chuckled.

.

f

i

BROTHER
"Mac's married and
I've a steady boyfriend

-

well, as steady as it
gas possibly be in this
buslness,as I'm always
in different places.
"Show business can be

lonely and miserable at
times so I'm glad I've
got Mac around to cheer
me up. We get on very

well."

The Klssoon duo have
been functioning for
five years and weren't
exposed to showbiz as
children because of
their mighty age gap.

(Mac's

32: Katie's 24).
Before they had a hit

with Sugar Candy

Kisses, they sampled
mild success in the

American charts with
Chirple Cheep Cheep
and also gained a
certain amount of
recognition on. the
continent.
"Our first musical ven-.
tore began with a band
called The Marionettes,
but that disbanded and
I don't really know
what happened to the
other members -they've most probably
gone back to their office

jobs."

The same could have
applied to Katie and her
brother but they had the
impetus to continue.
Their rise to fame is just

like

a

modern-day

fairytale.
Katie recalled.: "Our

manager, Peter Walsh,
had heard Sugar Candy.
Kisses and wanted Mac
and I to go to the studios
to see whether we liked
It.

pop -maker machinery,
who came,up with Don't
Do It Baby, which now
looks as though It will
follow In Its predecessor's path having
jumped from number 46
to the

top 20 In

week.

And

"I

"I

think that Don't Do It
Baby has more Instant

Impact than Sugar
Candy, though I can't
really say which I
prefer.

Rr

remember it was

potential recording
material. My slater
persuaded me I'm glad
to say, and It just so,
happened that Mac and
to

I

loved the song.

took

NEW
SINGLE

CHANGE'S COMING

Rubettes fame), it
proved popular with

AMS 7160

ON TOUR

16th Edinburgh University
17th 'Glasgow University
18th The Chancellor Hall, Chelmsford

22nd The Lyceum, Strand
23rd Waltham Forest Thchrucal College
24th Liverpool Stadium
30th Montpelier Gardens, Cheltenham
31st Priory Hall, Scunthorpe

JUNE
.1st

Roundhouse, Chalk Farm

ad Outlook

Club, Doncaster

7th Slough College of Technology
8th Alberrnarle Club, Romfórd
9th Quaintways Club, Chester
201h°JB's Club, Dudley
21st

Clarence s Club, Halifax

24th Heavy Steam Machine, Stoke
28th Boat Club Nottingham

WATCH OUT FOR FORTHCOMING ALBUM

"NUTZ TOO ..." on AIM Records

We

the tape with us
andléarned it in our car
.on the way to a gig. We
recorded it that week. "
The rest Is history. The
song, surprise, surprise, became 'a smasheroo. Written ,by
Wayne Bickerton and
Tony Waddington (of.

e

'

Mums, Dads, Teentes
and next door neighbours alike. It was a
song that could be
hummed In the ton or
the bath because It was
catchy, light and
simple. But its success
was to create a problem
as regards recording
their next single.
"We were worried about
the next record," she
said, frowning. "Sugar
Candy Kisses was such
a success that we were
sure we'd have a flop
with our follow-up. "
Anyhow, they summoned
the abovementtoned

er heavy.

Baby."

at the Interview.

Unfortunately poor ole
Mac was recuperating
from a nasty bout of flu.
Katie rang him at home
so I could have a quick
word with 'him, but

create impact. We
always wear kinds
fancy

a

expect us to look good."

1t had been known that
Katie Can spend anything up to 1500 es a
special stage dress.
Isn't this going a bit tae
far?

Top dog

"I suppose

so, but I really
think it's important
to look top dog. I'm
hoping to reduce the
cost of our clothes by
making my own, but
I'm so busy these days
and Just haven't got the
do

He's

rather

extr'ordinary pastime
-for a pop star to indulge
in. Especially one who
wriggles and writhes on
stage with all the
sensuality of an electric
eel on the prowl for a
mate. He has all the
Confidence to the world.
But wait a second, On
action replay, Mac did
seem a little selfconscious underneath it
all. Sometimes when
he's grooving around he
looks like one of those

little kids who are
forced

to dance by their

pushy mothers In front
of Auntie Lll at parties.

Giggling
"Oh no, Mac's
t a _till
shy," mused Kate,
giggling at the stupendousness of It "He's
the exact opposite.
Mac's a great mover,
he loves dancing, and
he's a great conversationalist. If he were
here you'd know what I
mean!"
Well, it burned out that
I'm not the only one to

make totally inaccurate
analysis of Mac. Katie
said that a lot of people
get the wrong impression of the duo when
they see them on
television.

"People are usually
flabbergasted when

gear because

they, our audience,

there was no answer.
"He's either asleep or
Playing in the loft with

pigeons.

Our aCt

consists of rock -soul,
disco stuff, ballads; we
try to vafy our act as
much as possible so that
we give our audience
sheer entertalnement
"Mac and I also believe
that costumes are
important it you want to

prefers Dona .Do' It
Whilst on the subject of
Katie's other half, you
may all be wondering
why he -wasn't present

1

they see us live. They
don't expect us to be so,

think Mac

pigeon mad!"

place looking an absolute mess and I really
didn't feel like listening

.

I

It seemed

raining like hell and I
was stuck at my sister's

one

it's still

climbing!

his

Mess

MAY

1

. .

time..

debut album is

A

expected front

now

the

dartink duo and they're
obliging by releasing
one, titled
you've
guessed it
Sugar

--

Candy Kisses, later this
month.
"It contains three of our
own compositions," she
said. We want to start
writing more of our
material and have

begun by
perimenting

on

ex-

ibis

album. My mother

wrote one of the tracks,
No Greater Love, wtdch
is a kind of ballady cum
smoochy number. She's
a bit on the sentimental

side!"

The Kissoon family er
quite a musical bunch.

Dad plays the vtdtn,
Ma writes songs and the
rest (totalling nine)
have professions rang Mg from headmaster to
actor.
"My brother Jeffrey is
part-time actor, and
when he isn't acting he
teaches. He's currently
In- the process of
working on a television
play, so watch out for
him." she said proudly
"Our family is a very
close-knit one, always
has been. If I'm easy e
lot I begin to miss then
Mac's the same."
Yean, well, don't forget
the pigeons!

-
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Rollers to produce

d?
li

I

OH BOY had to top the charts. It's
those records that either comes one of
in at
Number Six and stays at Number One
two weeks
or flops ignominiously. for
It

-

r

made the top, but not without
on Mud's part in the beginning.uncertainty
of uncertainty? Well now the What sort
proved itself, all can be revealed. record's

rw`-

MR Grey, does the fact that Oh Boy
is predominantly vocal emphasise even more strongly
the definite structural change based
radiates from that single in
which
comparison with the surface plasticity
of previous releases?
"Yeah, it's like a slagheap. "
No, that's the explanation
bring out if the record flops. In
this case Oh Boy is number oneyou
so perhaps you would like to
qualify
your statement?
"Well it's like a slagheap because it gradually
builds up to the
top, then the talk over bit in the middle
and then it comes down
again. "

'THE BAND
HAS GOT'
SOME

Les wouldn't really put down the song
because not only does he like the track, it's
brought Mud into a new area
of acceptance. "We don't have
to be categorised any
more
hopefully

-

i

any
way. We're established
now, but not in the way
people have said, 'Oh, It's
a'Tight for you now Innit?
You could play God Save
The Queen and that'd be
I don't believe that at
all.
There are a few bands_.
who can do that but we're
not one of them. I feel
they're very short lived'.
That's not our game.
We're there to give people
buzzes for a long time If

it'

There were some
anxious moments before
Boy made it. but
everything has been O.K.
since.
"Yeah, the people have
been so great to us. The
kids, punters, people in
the boozer, people In the
business, DJs, journalists. everybody. But only
because it's a bloody good
record. If we'd turned out
a load of rubbish then
Oh

over in the wrong places,
we fall over in private,
but if it's In the grooves
it'll be a hit
Fast play
"It's a feel you're
giving to people.. It's not a
matter of how fast you

everybody would have

knocked NM hell.
"We believed In the
song as a production, as

can play guitar. There's

band.

of guys going
around starveing who can
do that.
"Your strength in fn
snake something sound
simple, a nice. neatly
packaged thing that has a
lot more in It than You

something that Is completely different If you
compare that with Tiger
Feet or Dynamite and
compare that again with
Crazy and compare that

that Mud have
split from both RAK and
their writers / producers
Chinn and Chapman, the
question is can they
retain that commercial

loads

an entity, but what Wb

were not sure about was

whether we were strong
enough as a band rather
than a name that goes in
the charts. People obviously believe In us as a

think."
Now

41

I
CANCER

TAURUS

'Noreen* are always
prone to sulking and no
morello that now, taut you

meals oat of

mall

quarrels banana if you
regret
don't you will
It bitterly.

GEMINI
(May 21to June 10)
You'll be at your roost
adnallatlsg daring tkl.
week, but don't go loo
mad nodally because It

will only coat you a If a
day
nosey and when the
of reckoning toms, You
will look back and mean..
that it Just waaa't wee*

,

singles? Is Les confident
that whatever the band do
on their own in the future
will work?

"No."

So is he

worried?

Well, have the band
signed a new production
deal yet?
"Nothing at all. We
don't feel that we've come
to the right thing yet,
We're still talking to a lot
of people. We're talking
to some bands would you
believe? There's one band
who are very close to us
musically and one of our
boys was admiring the
production on a -record of
theirs which has been
quite a big hit lately, and
.

- Les Gray

There ire great glories
in store tar you next
month, bat only provided,
you are sensible in the
mealtime. A anima in
your health now could
ruin everything so wrap
yourself up in cotton wool
sad take ever such care.

"Dave and I were like
kids on a Sunday séhool
outing going to East
Germany," adds Les.
was running
-Dave
around before hand
buying bars of chocolate
and everything.

like Dr.

21 to Aug21)
Loos have never been
more lovely then they are
right now. You should be

(July

feeling warm, cousid-

emu, geierOWL. witty,
pretty and ready for love.
All good Wags are bored
and
eo acne your
ist

Makin

*suiting
thought shoat

you.

was

-

continue with their

indulgence, enjoying
themselves wherever
go whether It be
Ireland' or East Germa-

they

Berlin.
"Dave was chatting up
the assistant agricultural

ny.

rapidly becoming distressingly virulent ft's
attacking blind

-

-

spots with grubby finger.
nails, owl go out and buy

the necessary medico.
tuna and apply
duously until the trouble

at"

minister of Ghana would doing a fertility dance' n,
you believe. He was very 'front of each other."
polite, educated at Glasthat Mud
njoyi e
gow University and they a ito
point of- enjoying
had great fun, So me,
something
Ray, Rob, Barry (the themselves,
eminates partly
-manager) and Phil (tour which
from
own personmanager) shot off, and alities their partly
and
from a
the interpreter showed us very
sociological label
this and that.
Job satisfaction. As Les

Peacocks

"There's no point in
"There was this gigan. doing a job you don't
tic tower where you can enjoy. It's a bit like that
see right down on the army advertisement
wall. On. the other side 'Are you looking forward
there's this riot of light, It to work tomorrow?' Love
really is like two peacocks ilt

meantime, needles* to thinking that nobody'.
say, nobody'. going to noticing. Everybody'.
want to kiss you very got your mmber and nom
they are all going to let
much.
you know In no uncertain
terns. To be honest. It
LIBRA
serve* you right. It you
(Seaga b Oc'22 )
Expect some easy will go about things in
brush with aatlnorlly very curb a device» fatties
mutt expect
a
get
sow, It could be a tuna
yaaa
ta
le pit from the taWledy, you

WE FALL
OVER IN
PRIVATE'

pinned neatly In advance,-ds't you? Very
generally being thought loan tkoagk yoa'tl fad
excessively childish- For people and comb cos
Pete's ash a come down b wiring lo truartrste your
earth again.
ieelFlald plans, but If you
keep a cod bead and a
ens heed everything era
AQUARIUS
(Jan 20 to Feb IS)
go ahead as you seated It
That feeling of impend to and afterward, you can
tee doom you Jaye Y pat yourself oa *cheek.
totally ui 'i.ttied and
year onb--nemryy la year ARIES
Apr W)
everybody's getting pslm)sm If you link (Martha
Work b wea-starred at
bored (so with your hared of ill the good
and eyes thole
revolting belavbtw.
things that are going her
you, you wit reshot Mist thing, which yea tool
Ileh
CAPRICORN
you are ready Settee on leaf able to
(Dec Maim
Jae
OYn Shrug oQ tin glare will war, out ndraee aty
wall.
Work
sow
herd
Nobody's at all
and enjoy yoalbeY.
and later you'll have' Ste
pressed welt your taper
erns of ~ratites
star Image. 7S se d01Ys LUCES
yr.
thin was.
credo
you Mint 1111111111Mibri are
D to Marditg)
wc.-ea bitefs
ha art
lag lorree...=
eiever tar F
alwaY, get very1
-even your nearest sad
dearest wince and you are

-

°

i

FALL
OVER IN
THE
WRONG

- PLACES -

points out:

parking, ticket or a SAGITTARIUS
carpeting from the boas. ( Nov 23 toiler 20)
Whatever, it te, take It
Really. your manner
meekly. Any attempt to are appalling right now.
defend yourself will result People are beginning to
in you being taken to the talk about the way you eat
cleaners in a [Hoch more. with your mouth open.
alarming way.
belch (or worse) lo
public, ^ butt Into other
people's conversations
SCORPIO
and Insult your ether hall
(Oct 23 to Nov 22)
In public. You mill be
It's go good creeping bored
and uncaring,' but
like a sloth
a

b Sept22)

Those of you who are
prone to .pots (and who
isn't) wW sad your acne

clears up. In the around

LEO

It

Livingstone

going to trade with the
natives
a beads and
bangles job.
".But we had a great
time. After the show we
'did, the official interpreter took us down to

philosophy of entertainment as opposed -to self

no good

DON'T
e:

saying that wouldn't be a
bad Idea
slightly
tongue In cheek.
Sweet produce Mud?
"No one, it was the Bay
City Rollers actually. But
really we're keeping our
minds wide open. We'll
find the people who we
feel can produce us best "
Meanwhile Mud will

VIRGO
(Aug22

'WE

lr

-

^

SORT OF

-, VALIDITY
L I NEVER
EVEN
.KNEW
WE HAD'

In future

WARS-

dune 21 toJuy 20)

(April to May 20)

would be well advieedd to
curb any. desire to make

simplicity.

again with some of the Bsides, the band has got
some sort of a validity
that I never even knew we
had myself. "
The success of Oh Boy
comes directly after their
recent UK tour, but Les
reckons that because they
only reached about 30,000
people on the tour that
didn't have much effect
on sales of the single.
"It might have done as
far as goodwill In ,the
towns was concerned
because we behave
ourselves. We don't fall

we can

'They've accepted

I

by Martin Thorpe
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JUST ANOTHER WAY°
TO SAY I LOVE YOU
BT 466

WHITE GOLD
BT 458
AV

FRO

[çj
RECORDS
GROUP

Also available on Precision Tapes cassettes and
cartridges

BÁRRY WHITE

y

á

;.

`LOVE UNLIMITED
IN HEAT
BT443

-
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1.111.
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THE LOVE UNLIMITED
ORCHESTRA
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'Stevens wanted a piano -

playing singer to complete the band's line-up

and managed to convince him he was the
man for the job.
At this point Silence

became

Mott The

Hoople, named after an
obscure novel, which

most

real Hunter/Mott ex-

certainly know

that

he's

because

it

a

perts will have read,
but, for most purposes,
the name ofthe author
should be sufficient It'e
Willard Manus.

Gemini,

gives you

plenty of scope to
bumble knowingly

THIS IS not for
those who've dug
Ian Hunter right
from the outset of
Mott The Hoople.
It's a bluff your
way guide to

about schizophrenia,
him being typical of his
birth sign and all_ that
crap. Know also that
he's married to an

Concerned.
Now, to go back and

real expert.

you should
know Ian's age, which is
28. Then you should

being In the right place
at the right time, got
wind of the 'face that

pretend they've
been there all

along. Learn it,

burn it, then try it
out - and God help
you if you should
conle,up against a
First of all,

The group's first
album was released In
August 1969 and the
group was launched oh
phase one of its career,
which ended In March
1972. Good bluffers do
not need to know all the
early Mott albums off by
heart. Possession of the
compilation album Rock
And Roll Queen should

American girl Called
Trudi and that'll probably do you as tar as
personal' details ire

begin at the beginning,
you really must know all
about how Mott The
Hoople started. Island
Records' producer Guy
Stevens had just signed
this Herefordshire band
called Silence, which
you can always tell
people was Ironic, since
they were to end up
making just about as
much noise as Grand

Hunter history for
those who want to

First album

DUDIrt
early Mott gigs and It's
quite safe to say so
because there were an
endless number to be at.
In fact, you can argue
that Mott, went the
rounds too often for their
own good or, if you
prefer, that it was only
incessant hard slog that
built up their modest
sized hardcore follow.
ing.
You can state that It is
a popular misconception
that David Bowie saved
Mott from splitting In
Spring 1972 and that
they had In fact split
before Bowie came
along and persuaded
them to go Into the
studio, once again to do
his All The Yóung
Dudes.
You can also say that,
while the Bowie -pro -

Funk. Ian Hunter,

a

great' commercial

in.
You

can

pronounce

without fear of correction that the next album
- Mott - was a tar more
important one than

Dudes, because It was
the first time that Mott.
had successfully done
an album all on their

own.
-

You should,

however, make up a few
stories about bust -ups
that occurred In the
too

that this

Is

probably when Mick
Ralpha decided he
wanted out.

Diary"

.r

You were, of course,

'

duced Dudes album was

Say

however, have something controversial to
say about Brain Capers. Anything from
It's a work of flawed
genius" to "it's a load of
old rods" will do,
because whatever you
say will be agreed with
In some quarters.
at an endless number of

A

Sc
o9

success. It didn't go
down too well with all of
the group and you
happen to know that
Ruffin was furious with
the way his drum sound
was mixed down and
Verden Allen (called
him Ferdy) left because
his material wasn't
getting enough of a look -

course of recording
(there were plenty$

be enough. You should,

,

Around this time, Ian
Hunter wrote his book
Diary Of A Rock 'n' Roll
Star. If you can't be
bothered to read 1t all,
you must at least thumb
through Ib to glean a few
good bluff lines,

You should say that
by the time the group
got around to recording
their album The Hoople,
Hunter was already to a

certain extent at odds
with the rest of the
band. They, In company
with new -recruit Ariel
Bender (call him Farther), were bent on
making more and more
berserk music, while
Hunter wanted room for
his melodic songs and
began talking of doing a
solo album.
You can say that

Hunter's collapse,

which finally persuaded
him to break with the
group, was not a sudden
thing and that you'd seen It coming for ages.
As for the immediate
past, you must, of
course, have a copy of
Ian's debut ado album.
You should

also have

seen the Hunter/Ronson
Band in concert

Lastly, here's a line
for you concerning Ian's
current hit single Once
Bitten Twice Shy. i
Should you catch any-,
one playing it very loud,
-you should Imperiously
order them to turn It
down, pointing out that
'Ian himself had advised
you that It sounded best
at a delicate declbelage.
So there you have It enough strands of
information to become
the most fearful old
,

poser In town. Goodbye
-and good bluffing!

by Ray
Fox Cumming

next'week's

FREE._' in

issue of Record Mirror
YOUR .SECOND great double - track record
featuring,Pilot and Olivia Newton - John. Both
tracks will be fróm the. artists' latest album,
making it a free gift ybu can't afford to miss!
fill in the coupon and
Make sure of yóur copy
give it to your newsagent now!!

-

Also in next week's issue
FOX

STATUS
QUO

GUYS Ft
DOLLS

i

:
f

meammo me

ALL IN THIS CO UPON AND HAND IT
TOYOUR NEWSAGENT

PLEASE RESERVE/DELIVER A
COPY OF RECORD MIRROR
EACH WEEK

NAME
ADDRESS
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by Martin Thorpe
r
faith and Clayton for a
few riffs to assert the
blues. But now there's

r

TAKES a long
tree to make comeacks. Greta Garbo
tas

been

on

little mileage lett

erge of coming
ark for

,nd she
lone it.

30

Domine pie now and
then, it's no longer on the

years

still hasn't

standard menu. Anyway,
the critics would have
been even more brutal to
Clapton had he come

But there

.gain Sinatra came
rack In less than two

riding back

on rock. At
least by changing direction he's kept up with the
times and shrugged oft

laving said he'd

ettred for good.
For Eric Clapton
hough, three years
vas enough.' And
tow after successully touring most of
he western world,
eleasing a couple of
op -selling albums
Ind a number of

1

now tightened Into á solid

outfit, supporting

strictest sense. Claptoe
himself has Improved his

llusioned.

tea

voice no end, though it
still ain't no nightingale
In Mad Ron Square.

.I_..-

His continuing success
the singles' market

C/apron

ays a lot for his newound acceptability. The
ullabaloo of his come'ack Is over, he's not
During the UK, yet his
ingl es are still selling.
It's strange, because
when Clapton came up
with his new funky soul
sound, a lot of people were
a

the

often lax Clapton In the

tweet Chariot.

lm me d f

any immediate comparison with past glories.

His band of eon>
parative unknowns has

tominally successul singles, Eric is
;hallenging again
with Swing Low
n

in

bluesy rock and though it
might be tasty to swallgr
a piece of Cream and

the

- has his own cross to bear

ity? What's all this funky
rubbish man?.Eric's sold
his soul to the devil. He

ain't God no more.

Credibility

y. d lsi

Where were

Ste searing up -front
;utter solos? Where was

hat finger-board dexter

'

But , now people are
accepting the credibility.
of what Claptat Is doing,
the fingers aren't as'
sticky as first they
appeared. Okay, so as we
said, there's no up -front

EVEN though Kraft'erk have sold more
;han 150,000 records
In Germany alone,
very little is, known
about them In the,
Vaterland.

Comeback
t

..

.

and bugger me

virtuoso work, but it's still -audience _last year. And

there hiding in the that sums it up, a cynical
background If you listen reply :to a popular
hard. By hiding his misconception. I mean,
talents in the more up to date funky sound he Is
escaping, or at least not
arousing, the God -mongers.

"Aw, come on, I'm not

God. I'm only the greatest
guitarist in the world," he

told

a

KRAFTWERK:

Hammersmith

when was the last time

you saw Ciapton hurl

a

thunderbolt down in
anger on this sinful
world? He

may have
turned water Into wine on
his recent New Zealand
tour . . . but that's about
all.

v

if it didn't have a plastic

Seriously though, the
label Is something
that the .naturally timid
Clapton, has had to Live
with for a long time. It
developed from the late
60s when bubblegum
plasticity was replaced
by genuine musicianship
and the punter looked for
technical prowess rather
than gimmicks In his.
music. So as Clapton had
God

mac on

the up -front blatancy to
reel off an electric lick
now and then, the hero-

worship began and grew
from there. God was the

_only end, though Clapton

preferred Slowhand.

Ít

wasn't surprising

really because like God,

Clapton merely gave

people what they wanted
at the time. God for a few
miracles to assert the

Since his Comeback it
has been work, work,
work for the man, with
little break. Recording,
playing, recording, tray.
cluing and so on. A
holiday could be next
priority, and that would
give people more time to
digest the new offerings
Claplon has thrust upon
us in the space of a year.
And more people might be
converted, because up
until now It has seemed a
definite case of having to
listen a lot before It gets
you. Or In other words,
dig for victory.

Fahr'd fahr'n fahr'n auf dér Autobahn

They don't do inter-'
dews, one Is told, and
hey hardly do any
;oncerts either because

tpparently they don't

-rally need the money.
Four weeks ago. how -I
over, when their latest
tlbum Autobahn looked
ike becoming a huge hit
n the States they did
lecide to go on the road
wer there and that's
where they are now. The
tlbum has been at
lumber five there quite
an

achievement for

U

a

Secrecy

o'-

41,

German band.

It took a phone call to,
producer Conny Plank
in a little
village outside Cologne to'
ift this veil of secrecy. "I
iidn't even know that
autobahn was released as
a single," were his first
words upon being told)

t

lit.
Naturally he's most

pleased but adds that onq
should really listen to the
album to get an idea of

eh,

every long distance
driver experiences.

Kraftwerk have trans-

lated these visual Images
into sound.
"It was the Chicago
boss of Phonogram who
cut the track down to
three minutes," explains

,1
6

.

F

Plank.

'

"It

was

purely

meant for radio promotion In the States but we
were rather pleased when
we heard it, that's exactly
how we would have done

tl "

emphasizes the
word 'we'. "I'm just the
He

co

-

producer," he
"I firmly

explains.

believe in

getting the

group equally Involved in
the production of their

I\ '

'11-*""':
.

.4

9),

;

How to succeed

-

what it's all about
namely driving along the
Autobahn, the German
motorways which seem
never ending as you look
ahead, that dull grey
stripe with a white line in
the middle, the green
verge to your left and
right, the boredom that

1."

i
i+

who resides

that in England, too,,
Sraftwerk had scored

/.-,.._'h.,

110

-

by Margot Sonnendecker

wthoút really' trying

record." Conny Plank

works with a number of
German groups like, for
example Neu, he runs hiss
own studio in the village
of Seelscheld but his.
major interest has always
been in Kraftwerk.
It was in '69 that he
discovered them Ina club
in Dusseldorf when they
were a five - piece group
called Organisation.
i
That year he produced

their first album Tone
Float, but it was too
bizarre for the German
record companies and

under the new name of

England.
A year later the group
split Florian Schneider -

various other musicians
from time to time. For the
present American tour
they engaged a drummer
and a guitarist. In the
past they have also used
flute and violin players
but in the studio they

consequently it was only
ever released by RCA In

Isleben who plays flute,
synthesizer and all sorts

of synthetic rhythm
instruments, and Ralf
Huller, moog synthesizer

- and keyboards,

emerged

Kraftwerk.

"They are the nucleus
of the band," Plank
explains. "And they add

prefer laying all

the

music down themselves. "
Altogether they do
prefer to work in the
studio. Autobahn is their
fourth album but its
astonishing international
success might change the

our shores yet.
By the way,

Schneider

volved In a big govrRrd
ment scandal a Couple
years ago, rather like the
Poulson case, and HMI

attitude of Florian

Isleben and

Ralf Hotter. "There's no
plan for any further tours
yet, we'll have to see how
they feel when they return
from the States," says
Plank. So they might visit

la

it reall

true that they're not
really interested in tN
bread? "Well. yes'
admits Plank.

"nor,"

architect who

was In-

is the

son of a

lance

too has a prat4
tY
comfortable
ground."
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OPTIC

2 SUPPOSE

THEY
GAVE A WAR ...I
20- a 30- 65p
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20" a 30" 70p

3 IF IT FEELS
GOOD
Do IT
15' a 21' 50p

-
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ROGER MOORE

420'

'

of Wrier
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30"
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6

TROOPER SMITH
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30' a 20' 60p
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8
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39' 75p
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GRATEFUL
DEAD
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REDFORD
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REIAVER (by Roger Dean)
40. 4 20' 95p

16

YESTERDAYS Iby Roger Dean)

33'

+ 23-

30 TALES FROM TOPOGRAPHIC OCEANS, 33'

OSIBISA W OYAW A, 33" s 16' Grip
PALADIN CHARGE. 33' a 23" 75p
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20 ELVIS

LIVE

30' 55p
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-
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N B. Our new catalogue contains illustrations in

34JEFFERSON
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33 ECOLOGY

FULL COLOUR of all posters currently
available which have been designed by Roger Dean
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OTHER POSTERS DESIGNED BY ROGER DEAN
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22 OSIBISA. 33" a 16' 65p
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25 YESSONGS THREE 33'x23' 75p
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keep my big mouth
shut until
I

know what
4
41

'SOD OFF'
20' 15-45p

38 HYDROGEN BOMB
32" p 26- 99p
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talking about.
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39

WILD FURY

33'x13'

30" a 20' 65p
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23' a 33" 70p
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MUCH

ALL POSTERS ARE IN COLOUR
(Except Nos. 3,53 end 561

SEX...
/8"x24'45p

CONFERENCE

14'420.3)p

s are

PATCH CATALOGUE Send just Pp form lea
catalogue ilustrating our complete range.
(Many Mist in FULL COLOUR(.

MAKES,

51 'PILL'
24x4 29- 650 -

SEW -ON PATCHES ONLY 400 each
POSTAGE B PACKING, Pleas0 add 10p
lo your TOTAL patch order.
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20" a 30" 55p
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47 EASY RIDER

46 YES LOGO
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45 GARY GUTTER
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HONKY DELIGHTS
MAKE CROSS -OVER,

1F

-

w

THE tour Seasons
were named after a
bowling alley cocktail lounge. but now
they are the toast of
a very different set
altogether.
Northern Soul has

thrown

up some weird

records and obscure,
artists, but the strangest
of all must be The Night,
by Frankle Valli and his

4

A
tal

gang.
Yet ironically enough,

'

a
group once
considered the sweethearts of the whiteys, the
song Cut in 1972 was for
the almost entirely black
Tamla Motown setup.
"People asked us why a
group like ours would go
to Motw-n," says lead

(or

singer Vail. "We've
known Berry Gordy

,pt

Frankie Valli and his gang -are the -new Northern favourites

(Motown bass) a long
time and we wanted to go'
to a company where we
knew someone at the top leon pleased us all. We.
so we wouldn't have to go worked with their team of
through all the usual writers, The Corporation,
hassles."
and they completely recreated the old Seasons
sound."
It's this old Four
Classic
Seasons sound that has
Their flirtation with become part of pop
Motown lasted long history.
When the Beatles tidal
enough to produce a
classic Four Seasons wave hit the States in 1984
album, Chameleon, which there were only two
Is being re-released groups left standing the
following the success of Beach Boys and The Four
Seasons.
the single.
The Seasons has begun
Vail adds: "Chame-

-

-

Sherry was the first of a
when Frankle got togeth- long list of hits Gaudio
er with three other friends was to write. and cofrom New Jersey. At that produce with Bob Crewe.
time the quartet consisted Hands up who remembers
of Valli, Tony DeVito, Big Girla Don't Cry, Walk
Nick Massi (who left in Like A Man and Ronnie,
1984 and was replaced by
Onslaught
Joe Long) and Bob
Gaudio.
Valli talks about having
"Just before we were survived
the Beatles
set to record, Bob came onslaught: "The problem
Into the studio with a song was that once the Beatles
he had written," says happened, too many
Valli. "It was called artists tried to follow
Sherry, And the rest .. . them. We always tried to
" he smiles, "is history." do our own thing, and the
a couple of years

earlier

same thing worked for the
Beach Boys. "
In fact throughout the
whole Beatles period the
Seasons seemed to go
from strength to strength

with hits like Ragdoll,
Working My Way Back
To You and Let's Hang
On.

Valli also had solo hits
with Can't Take My Eyes

Off You and Hurt
Yourself.
As their popularity

began to wane in the late
Sixties, the group decided

The reason? Well, May 3, an auspicious
day in the calender of every soccer fan
this year turned up two FA Cup Finalists
from London, base of the British
-recording industry. And following a
tradition which started with the 1970
England World Cup and the Hammers went do
Squad's Back Home epic, to lose 2-0.
the race was al to cash in
The team version of the
on singles based around song, which came in
at
the two teams. Fulham number 91, was recorded
and West Ham.
In early -April at the now

The score

at the defunct Abbey Road

though, which hasn't yet
entered the listings, but
could make the score 3 -`2

in The Hatmners' favour.

Hovering
West Ham's first team
squad are just hovering
outside the Top 90 with

their version of the
Hammer's anthem, I'm
Forever Blowing Bubbles, originally written by

1
V
THE COTTAGERS` Corny Skit

Jana Kenbrovin and John
Rellette in 19111.

They've been singing
that song for years down
at Upton Park, originally
picking It up from the
male halls shortly after
the first war. In fact
Bubbles was sung at the

Final between West
Ham and Bolton. It didn't
do them much good. The
famous white pollee horse
had to clear the pitch
before that first Wembley
feel could get under way,
1029

Studios, with only Mervyn Day and Clyde Best

missing

from the full

squad,

Alias
The other West Him
song Is by a group of guys

called the National
Shinguard Company, an
alias you won't be

surprised to learn. The
song was originally
recorded in 1972 and the
West Ham United Supporters Theme Song is that
same track, only the band
were called Deep Feeling
then.

Motley

recorded

eartened.

distinctive sound of The
Four Seasons will be batik
with us again.

group become dish"After that

we stopped

reacording for two years
but kept performing. We
even wanted to change
the act completely, but
people wanted to hear

label, Frankle Vail has
hit again with My Eyse
T
Adored You and with The
Nlght,pushing for the tap
spot It could mean that the

David
Hancock

FULL OF
EET

the Shmguard

/

Deep
Feeling lot, they have
nothing at all to do with
West Ham.

.Now

it's Fulham's

turn. Poor old Fulham
who didn't make it to the

end and had to make do
with second place at
Wembley. Well they've
also got a song in the top
Si, not as high as West
Ham, but still well poised
at 48. It's a very corny
skit on Viva Y Espana,
called Viva El Fulham.
by The Cottager.:

Lost out
The original writer of
Viva Y Espata Eddie
Sesgo, hbnaelt a Fulham
fan, was called in to re-

write the lyrlea, before
cabaret singer Tony Rees
and backing vocalists
Susie Cannon and Diana

Coming up fast behind
but not yet In the breakers
Is another West Ham
single Heave Ho The
~nine= by The Chicken

Runners,

Blasé hits, 'Nall) confesses.
Since leaving Mowed,
Motown's west coast

A -CHART

THE CHARTS are entering their
silly season. English football is
entering its close season, and the
two have met In the middle, got it
together and come up with tour
soccer singles in the Top 70.

moment is 2
2. Each
team has a single In the
Top 50, and each team has
me in the chart breakers.
West Ham still have a
substitute to call on

to change style. The
upsurge in progressive
rock music took Ft-ankle
and Co. away from their
usual approach and they
made an album Genuine
mutation Life Gazette.
It bombed, and the

at

Abbey Road two weeks
after the Bubbles song.
Now, the Chicken Runnes
are
matlev crew of
character. who Include
our very own Face and
Alan Edwards. But like

O'Neill recorded it.
The other Fulham song
which features this week
in the longer list of
breakers is sung by the
Fulham Football Squad
themselves. They not
only lost out on the final,
they've lost out so far
against the other record

Viva El Fulham. Anyway
this one's called You
Lucky People, the catch
phrase of comedian and
Chairman of Fulham,

F.A.
Who's
cashing
in on
the cup ?

- by

Martin
Thorpe
Tommy Trioder. It wet
written by a couple knows
as A. David and L.
Martin and that's abed
all we do know.

Rubbish

ft

There's me thing
* IS
certain though slid
that a lot of people madam
Id ti
lot of music and
money out of what bead
out tobea lot af rubbish
s lei

what turned silt to be !A
of rubb let . the 1030
()op FinaL
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Barry White
not just a
prettli y.
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Sty

IF YOU ever meét Barry White don't
mention Gene Page. Things could get a
little rough. Barry, weighing in at
somewhere near 20 stone, is not the
kind of man you argue with.
The mistake happened at Mr.
White's reception at the Inn On The
Párk Hotel in London. After a hurried
press reception the "bear" granted a
few interviews.

t
Vt

e

-

byv

J

Sitting with his wife Glodean, of Love
Unlimited, he decided it was time to put the
record straight about his involvement with Page,
who is credited as an arranger on most White
albums.
"Gene is not an arranger, he's an
orchestrator," said White, taking
pains to point out that it was White
himself who Wrote the songs and
then told Page how things should be

by David Hancock

done.

"The relationship Is like that of an
executive and secretary," he added,
leaving no'doubt about who was the
executive.
Assured of his, position as the
biggest selling black artist In the
world, he also maintains that Larry
Nunes
credited on the albums as
his spiritual adviser
only advises
on the business side.
"He doesn't Influence.my music,"
said White. "It Is just music. I don't
even regard' my music as black,
because it appeals to so many
different people.
':You can't even say that It Just
has sex appeal. "
Yet his sound Is sexual, and he
enjoys talking about it.
"At the time sex .is the most
Important thing in the world," he
honflrmed,
"With a woman you have to make
her feel she's the moat important
thing in the world. You -do that by
conversation and after that you show
her.
"There are a lotof men who like
their wives and can't express it. I
Shn say it for them. "
But he also maintains that having
a sexy voice is ml y part of ii.
"I think the music has an ability to
feel and touch someone. "
His deep, deep voice growls out
that he considers he has "honesty,
integrity and a great love of music. "
But perhaps the most telling point
is when he mentions that "wherever
I live I want to live a winner. " ,
Having been In the business for 14
years, White is now working harder
than ever before.
"Now I feel I want to retire tram
the business," he Joked, He Is even
thinking of getting an apartment in
London, which he claim's is the, only
place to live apart tram his native
Los Angeles.
Born In Galveston, Texas, Si years
ago, White moved to Loa Angeles as
a child, and worked with Jackie
"The Duck" Lee as a road manager
before launching out on his own,
writing and producing for the
Bronco label.
' On the road with Jackie, we got
into three bad accidents, but I came
out of it without a scar, and that's
when I knew some changes had to
happen," he said.
He was Vice -President at Bronco
and stayed there for18 months, but It
eventually went bankrupt, though at
the time he had helped write I Peel
Love Coming On with Paul Polity.
"Paul is still writing songs." said

-
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White. "And he's still a very good
friend. "
After leaving Bronco, our hero
went on his own and was picked up
by Rus Reagan, head of 20th Century

records,

,

staggering.
He's branching out these days and
is producing Gloria Scott, White
Heat, The Masters and Danny
Pearson.
He's just bought a discotheque in
Los Angles and his business
Interests are wide spread, all the
result of a man who is aware of the

-

a man
power of the monologue
who created a different sound.
"My musical sound Ls something I
always had," he said. "It was just
getting the chance to express it."
Totally positive he added: I
believe that man can control his own
destiny and he gets out of life what
he puts into It. "

argue with.
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The gold discs started flooding in.
White doesn't like to be.
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THERE are times
when even the most

Lovin You - Minnie Riperton
(Epic)
Take Good Care Of Yourself - The Three Degrees
(Philadelphia International)
3 The Wi.y We Were - Gladys Knight And The Pips
(Buddah)I
4 Get Down Tonight (K.C. And The Sunshine Band)
(Jay'Boy).
5 Walking In Rhythm
The Blackbyrds
(Fantasy).
S Pm Gonna' Runaway From You - Tam) Lynn
(Contemporaries).
'7 Spirit Of The Boogie'
Kool And The Gang (Polydor)
8 Papa Ooh Mow Mow
The Sharonnettes(Black
Magic).
9 Where Is The Love =Betty Wright
(RCA).
10 Bad Luck - Harold Melvin And The' Bluénotes
(Philadelphia International).
11 L. O. V. E. (Love) - Al Green
(London).
12 Cut The Cake - Average White Band
(Atlantic)
13 W icky'W acky - The Fatback Band
(Polydor)
14 Blowing My Mind To Pieces - Bob Relf(Black
Magic).
15 I Feel Sanctified
Commodores (Tamla Motown).
16 Cochise - Armada Orchestra
(Contempo).
17 Who's Got The Monster
The Rimshots (All
Platinum).
Your
Daddy
Jim
Giletrap
(Chelsea).
18 Swing
(Pye International).
19 Express - B. T. Express
(MGM).
20 Leave My World
Johnny Bristol
1

2

41.

,

-

-

'

-

-

-

-

-

before an Interview
- now I'm not the
world's most hardened pop journalist
by any means, but I
must admit the
thought of actually
talking to Bobby
Womack gave me a
few butterflies.
I mean, where

do you

THE UNKNOWN

Bobby? He's one of the
alllime greats as far as
I'm concerned, with a
pedigree the length of

-

King Kong's arm

classic songs like It's All
Over Now written right at
the start of his career, a
long assodatlon with the
great Sam Cooke, a string
of fine albums and singles
to his own name, a
distinguished session gut.
Lariat
the list Is

GIANT OF SOUL

-

-

set foot In
temporarily
England mean that the
chances of his working
over here were any'

practically endless.
Still, there are times

when you have to bite
hard on your lower Up,
cross your fingers and

higher.

"Well, we've talked

walk right into the

about It. I was talking to
Mac and Kenny (of the
Faces) about doing a tour
with us. I think I'd like to

interview room as if you,
were meeting someone,

you've known for
.

.

-

.

get over here maybe
around December. But I
want to wait for the right
timé. "

Cross-legged
And that's exacUy how
it turned out with Bobby
when he was'In London a
couple of weeks back. I
stepped into the hotel
room to find him sitting

This last remark

suggested Bobby wasn't
'too sure just how many
fans he has in this
country, and he seemed

very pleased

cross-legged on the bed of
his hotel room'ln soft grey
woollen pyjamas. As I
the details of life in transit
half open suitcases, a

-pair

of shoes peeping
from a zippered travel
bag, a brown checked cap
on the TV set next to two

crumpled. Kentucky Fried Chicken box
oranges,

by the side of the bed.
And in the middle of all

this beautiful whistle-stop
chaos, looking relaxed as
a garden gnome in his
gold -rimmed glasses was
the man I'd come tosee. ,
We started off talking
about the reasons that
had brought him over
Bobby had just.,Bown in
from Holland the night

-

HERE Iris, this week and
every week,_'the Wigan Casino
chart; compiled from record plays by
DJs at the Mecca of British soul.
/None of these records, 'however, are' on
current! release. They are either imported frost
abroad or have been deleted and no longer
produced, and can only be found in specialist
record shops.
But who knows,the obscurity of today could well be the
chart hit of tomorrow. -

(I)

Going To Go-Go
Sharonettes(Import/
(2) The Best Thing For You Baby ......... Gloria Parker (Import).
(3) On The Road To Ruin
Earl Wright Orchestra (Import)
4
(e) Get Out
Tommy Hunt (Import)
9 (7) Cracking Up Over You
Tommy Hunt (Import)
6 (12) The Day My Heart Stood Sill.
011ie Jackson (Import)
7 (9) I'm Corning Home In The Morning
Lou Pride (Import)
8 (10) It's AllOver Me
Otis Blackwell (Import)
9 (I1) Stronger Than Her Love
Flirtations (Import)
(9) Zola
10
King Errison (Import)
II (15) loneliness
David Will (Import)
12 (3s) Contact
Three Degrees (Import)
13 (17) Mother-in-law
Soul,Fox Orchestra (Import)
14 (20) All Of My Life
Detroit Soul (Import)
IS (-) Wonder.Of Love
Soul Gents (Import)
10 (-) Salvation.
Robert Thomas (Import)
17
(6) Dance Of Love
Tina Parker (Import)
18 (13) Jerk BabyJerk
The Fabulous Blades (Import)
19
11) (Love My Baby
GTO. (Import)
20 (18) Jumping At The Go -Go
Detroit Sound (Import)
Hit Taps
Love You Baby
,..
Lorraine Chandler (Black Magic)
Don't Pretend
Y

before where he'd been
helping out on Stones %

Faces "guitarist Ron

Wood's new album.
We cut all the basic

tracks over there,"

Bobby began. "And as
soon as

The Bells (Contempo)

Chart courtesy Russ Winstanley
1

arrived we

-

sheets.

3

'

we

went into the stpolos over
here to finish' up." He
explained that he'd been
In the studios most of the
previous night and that he
hadn't slept for about
three days
hence the
pyjamas and crumpled

Credited
I'd heard that Bobby
had come over to produce
the record, but when I
mentioned that he just
smiled rather bashfully.
don't think I
produced It" he said.
But Ron said tome that
should go down as
producer because I came
up with so many songs
and I gave him so much

"I

help vocaUy that I'll
probably get credited as
co -producer or something. "
Bobby added that he'd
contributed five or six
songs Of his own to the

album, Including the
classic If You Don ,:t Want
My Love.
1

-

asked the obvious one

next: would the fact that
he'd finally
U only

-

when I

assured him that he could
sell out the largest hall in

nearest chair I picked out

err!,

DADOMO

BOBBY WOMACK

start with someone like

years

GIOVANNI

,

N

walked towards the

I

by

hardened writer
gets the shivers

.

London without much
trouble.
Eventually we got down
to talking about Bobby's
early days. He started
singing with his four
brothers when he was still
at school, he explained.
"We were known as the
Womack 'Brothers then.
We were singing gospel
all around and that's how
I got to meet Sam Cooke.
"Sam said to me: 'Why
don't you guys try singing
some other type of'music
if you want to make a

living' "
"I started thinking

about that and that's how
Looking For A Love came
about. Sam heard the
song and he said: "Hey
man, that's a -good track
but the lyrics aren't quite

ZeldaSamuels and when
the record came out and

was a huge hit his own
name had disappeared
from the credits so he
never got his royalties.
"And there were some
more songs I wrote
around then that did well
that I never got any
royalties from," added
Bobby. "But I was really
green at the time and I
didn't know how to look

"after myself. "
at

Sam Cooke stepped In
that point and put
about the

Bobby right
'
business.

with the strings
upside down.
"What happened was
the teacher at school
turned the strings
and

around, but by that time
I'd already learned all the
chords my way so l stuck
to playing the way I was
" he
used to. And .
laughed, 'the used to have
to watch what I was doing
with a little mirror so that
he could see if I was
making any mistakes!"
The Interlude over,
Bobby picked up the
thread of his story again.
',After Sam died I
started playing for a lot of

different people. Wilson
Pickett, Aretha, Jerry
Butler, and others.
"I remember the first
After that, Bobby time
I met Eric Clapton,"
recalled; Sam got a lot of said Bobby,
leaning back
work for the Womacks on his pillow.
(now re -named the remember this
little guy
Valentinos), and when
the group eventually coming in with a painted
wound up Bobby was up guitar and someone

Renamed

"I

asked to join Cooke's own
band as a guitarist.

Speaking .of guitars

leads me to ask Bobby for
some background on his

playing.
"When I first started
playing 'guitar'," Bobby

explained,

"I

used to

listen to the pianist Floyd
Cramer a lot and I guess
that's why my style isn't
maybe what you'd ex-

pect. I probably learned
more.
more from Floyd than
any
I ever
right. " heard."
Bobby explained that
He
'Mentioned the
new lyrics were written
fact also he plays his
by'J. W. Alexander and_ instrument letthand

de

said to me, 'You know
that's Eric Clapton', and
I'd never heard of the guy
because I didn't listen to
much rock in those days,

but when he started
playing guitar I sold

-

Wow
what Is this?' and
I was really knocked

out.

"

Revamped
Eventually we came
around to. Bobby's solo
career. One of the things
that's always intrigued
me is the fact that a lot of
his US chart hits have
been revamped oldies like
Fly Me To The Moon. It
seemed a very strange
choice of material for
someone whose own
writing
songs like the
jumping I Can Understand it
is so very
different. Bobby gave
another of his infectious
laughs.
really was an
accident," he said. "I
was at Minit records and
what happened was I'd
given all my best songs to
Wilson Pickett and I
needed another cut for the
album i was doing.
"All the musicians were
laying around the atut o
and I suddenly remembered Fly Me to The
Moon and did that It was
a hit so I did some more."
Does that also mean
that his own writing was
going through a difficult
period at that time? It

-

1-

-

"It

does.
When you start getting
more commercial It can
eventually be had for

your welting

-

what
happens is you start
getting into business too
heavily and writing gets
pushed aside. The thipg
le to learn to separate the
TURN TO PAGE 20
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THE RESURRECTION j "
OF GENO WASHING SON

!could really play anything.
"And when the right
guys walked In I said
'Wow these are the rats
I've been looking for.
".And they can play
I'm a
rock 'n' roll too
real old rock freak
stuff
and
L1ttle Richard
like that, and they can
really get down on that

-

-

THERE W.AS a time seven or eight years ago when Geno
W ashington and the Ram Jam Band were one of the'hlippest bands
In the country. Everywhere they played there'd be a gang of
twenty or thirty avid fanatics chanting GEE -NO, GEE -NO and
dancing like crazy dervishes.

It was the time of the first great soul boom, and Geno and his group were like a
living juke - box, storming their way through a non stop ninety minute set that
would include everything and anything that had been In the soul Charts from Otis,
Wilson Plekett, Arthur
Conley, Jr. Walker and
the All Stars, Little Stevie
Wonder, and a score of
liked It so I decided to
took a plane over, cut a
other leading acts.
that way.
Things changed single, and did his first stay
"Also I got some Ideas I
though. Come 1957 every- Record Mirror interview
want
to use my bald head
body was moving to a in many years .
for but I can't tell you
Geno's dressed In blue
different beat
a lot of
now 'cause there's
our borne grown soul denim from neck to right
many bald - headed
bands went out and ankle. There's a growth so
running around.
bought kaftans and went of beard on his chin and a freaks
"Hell". he continues
psychedelic, a lot of dark blue cap hugs his with
another enormous
others went hungry. Geno now shaven head.
gale of laughter, "I may
A lady from the record
' Washington and the Ram
wear a turkey on my
Jam Band were one of the company Introduces us even
the and offers us a choice of head! "'
casualties and so went
managed to get
Having
whisky.
take
the
tea
or
I
eventually
band
one In without
their separate ways, with former and Geno settles that
for both: "I'LL have a earning a belt on the
Geno going to Spain for a
couple of shots of Scotch schnozzola,, I decided to
u hile.
" he says move into eater territory,
Meanwhile psychedelia 111 my tea
the time the Ram
disappeared
falling back on his seat like
eventually
Jam Band finally folded.
with a roar of laughter.
up its own feedback and
"For a start we never
Now I've learned from
soul began to take over
the same
past experience that the really got we
the clubs and airwaves
did on
best time to ask a man excitement
once more and It was only
stage
on records and what
hair
happened
to
his
before
what
of
time
matter
a
wits
really
was
doing
I
Is to catch him In a good
someone started wondermaking worse versions of
mood: Hence my opening,
ing what lad happened to
songs.
American
to
your
happened
"what
, Geno.
"There was too much
hair" gambit
Over in Spain Geno was
London so I
"When I was In Spain It happening in
earning a good living
to Spain," he
split
was so hot that I decided
doing what he always did
where there
to cut It all off," begins continued, less
and when he heard the
happening
Geno, "and a lot of people was even
word from England he

-

too.

"I take a Little Richard
number and I do It to the
original, not half-assed
but really funky and
people can really dig that

kind of music too 1f they
lust give it half a chance
to grab 'em
"But the band's great,
they were really klckln'
and
ass from the start
to me that's what a good
soul band should he
they look good and they
sound good. "
The fact that Geno's
been away for so long
hasn't meant he's mm-

-

by Giovanni Dadomo

-

A

pletely lost his old

following either,
"Man, I got so many
fans, I never knew I has
so many. People come up
to me and say 'I'm really
glad you're back, we

not even the bulls
-wanted
to fight any more.

"I said to myself 'either
you ride the tide or you
change', and I decided to
change a bit.
"When I got to Spain I
bought myself a little
guitar for two pounds ten
and started writing a few
songs.
"For a while back then

raucous laugh
- "Ianother
thoughtI was Bobby
Womack, but after a bit I
started to get something

going."

Geno got a regular gig
In a seaside resort and
caned himself a good
living playing mainly for

English tourists.
"It was funny though",
he recalled, "I remember
one guy coming in and he
said to me 'You're not the
real Geno Washington
he's a big star In England
and you're just using hits

-

name.'
"I told him

I was the
real Geno Washington but
he wouldn't believe me
-and eventually I gave in

,'

-

really missed you' and
and so "No I'm not Geno I'm blushing and don't
that's
Washington'.
know what to say
Eventually the tide fantastic."
Geno
Geno
The
music,
and
again
turned
came back with a batch of explained, Isn't totally
his own songs and cut a different from what he
single, End of The World, used to play.
"I've got a lot of really
which is one of the
-strongest songs he's .ever good songs of my own that
I think people who liked
recorded.
He also got himself a what I've already done
will like even more but the
new band.
'I put an ad in the Idea Is still to create a
paper and all the guys I really happy party
got were playing really atmosphere and really
laid back and what I, .give everybody a good
needed was a band who_ time,

-

car
'THE SACIE'
FOR PLAYING
GOOD SOUL
AT YOUR DISCO
E.M.I's American Soul Sack incorporates
The Casablanca, Fantasy and EMI

International labels and includes acts
like the Blackbyrds, Parliament, Johnny
Johnson, Jimmy James, Greg Perry,
Gloria Scott, Gwen Owens and James
and Bobby Purify.

We are now compiling a D.J. mailing list
for product on these three labels. If
you're a D.J. working clubs, and you
think you qualify, please fill in the form
and send it to The Soul Sack,
E.M.I. House, 20 Manchester Square,
London, W.1.

Name,
Address,
Tel,

(and code)

Nome and address

of club.

IManagers name,
ITel, (and
code)
Number of nights worked.
THE

FORM MUST

BE

Average audience figure,
FULLY COMPLETED

CAPITALS man
-PLEASE USE BLOCK

Fantasy
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HIGH FLYING
BLACKBYRDS
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1

C.

Y

TALKING to the Blackbyrds ain't easy. Main trouble is that the
six -piece band are all still at college all day and as soon as they've
finished their studies, It's all off to the rehearsal studios to prepare
for the gigging the band do every weekend,- and the rehearsal

II

room doesn't have a phone.
Still, you keep trying and if you try, long enough you finally get
through. This time around 'finally' turned out,to be around 3 am
one Friday morning.
"Hi", I began drowsily, "who's that?" Suddenly I remembered I'd booked the call -

'o_
.

myself and realised this wasn't scene old school friend's idea of a wizard prank.
The guy on the other end was Blackbyrds drummer Keith Killgo, and as it was only,
nine In the evening in Washington DC (the group's home base and location of Howard
University, where too
-

group are currently,
completing their music
Muffles), he was a lot
more awake

By Giovanni Dadomo

than! was.

Keith explained that the
group was the bralnchtid
of noted jazz trumpeted
Donald Byrd. Donald
started blowing his han
back in the tittles and
played with such Daze
giants as John Coltrane)
Sonny Rollins. and the
then unknown Herbie
Hancock. Then, a couple
of years, back, Donald
anticipated the move o4
many of his fellow jazzere
towards soul and record a couple of hlghly1
successful albums of his

ed

own, Black Byrd and
Street Lady, in the new
idiom,

At

the same

time

Donald was head of Jazz
studies at Howard and,.
realising that a lot of his

While still at college and
at the same tlnne earn
enough money from their
studies to pay for their
tuition. The result was
the Blackbyrds, a group
who more than fulfilled

Donald's ambitions with

students would leave rtwo hit albums and the
college with little or no equally successful singles
practical experience of,, Do It Fluid and Walking
the music business, he.
decided to create a
situation whereby etu-

dents could get that
practical experience

In Rhythm.

Support

"All this occurred

said Kevin. "Donald
hadn't been on the road

himself in a while and
when he Began working
-again we went along as
support. "

SOUL
WITH THE INTER
CITY SOUL CLUBS
Many of our members plan their holidays and weekends
around our Soul Events. You don't need to pin our CLUB
to visit most of our venues, but membership does have
many advantages Including DISCOUNT on admission,
regular news and infom,etion about club activities, heir
with travelling and a pen-friend section.

CALENDAR FOR MAY/JUNE
SAT/SUN 17/18 and every week BEACON
ALLNIGHTER at STERLING SUITE, VATE,
BRISTOL Solid Soul from 2 SDI to 9 am.
Soul
WED21 MAY AND EVERY WEDNESDAY
night at the BLUE LAGOON-NEWQUAV.
MAY,
NORTHERN
SOUL
FRIDAY
23
et
CIVIC
HALLSPECTACULAR
WOLVERHAMPTON. with the INTERCITY SOUL
SHOW and featuring Keith Minshull, Pep and

-

I asked if Doútald was
the actual leader of Mel
band or if that responsibility fell to someone
within the group?
"That's Kevin Toney

who plays keyboards in
the group," Keith began.

"Kevin rehearses

the

group and takes care of
the business side of,
things. The rest of the
work is divided among
the other members, I'm in

MONDAY

MAY. HOLIDAY MONDAY, SOUL
ALLDAYER at YATE. 1 pm to lent.
SUNDAY 1 JUNE. NORTHERN SOUL ALLDAYER or
26

the CATS WHISKERS. LEEDS.
MONDAY 1e JUNE and EVERY Monday
SOUL
NIGHT at ASSEMBLY ROOMS, TORQUAY.
MEMBERSHIP of the INTER -CITY SOUL CLUB
(UK) can be obtained by sending 50p P/O + 7p
stamp to P,P. Box 2B, Shrewsbury, Salop. Tel. (0743)
51317. Of you would like details first
Send SAE
for full Events Calendar and Application Form).

-

-

-
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"Also everyone in the
group writes, so we have
at least six different ways
to express ourselves."
,
I suggested that the
cooler, more instrumental
side of their music would
probably make writing
for the movies both_ an
appealing and successful
venture. They'd thought
of that too.
"We're Just now completing the, soundtrack for
a movie called Hit The
Open Man," Kevin
explained, adding that
the film was about a
basketball player who is
accidentally shot by the
police and the resulta that

at

of our education and, by
working on the road and

recording, we're learning
a lot of new things we
couldn't have found out
about at college but our
studies are still impor-

-

"I'd also like to have a
group of my own," he
continued. "I'm in the
procese of rehearsing an
album of my own which
I'U be /ecording in June. ,

"I'd

as I

can."

Challenge

What about the Blackbyrda future plane;

"As

a

group we're just

Ambitions

seemed to be playing a

What about Kevin's
personal ambitions?
"My own goals are

our career.

pretty high," Kevin

-

been a challenge.
You don't get much sleep
and you don't get to see

-

the people

-

we want to apply
what we're learning at
else

-

began. "For me this le
the beginning of a dream
I've had all my life I'M

"It's

you're close to
trying to communicate very often
you
with people on various develop a kind ofbut
strength
different levels. Our that's not only valuable
In
whole thing is generated music but in life."
by education
if nothing
school and at the same
time start laying plans for

byrds were aware of any
direct competition, menboning that Kool and The

not entirely dissimilar
mixture of soul -funk with
elight'Jazz touches.
"Possibly, but Kool and
The Gang are much more
established than we are,"1
said Keith. "The goal we
strive for is to establish a
sound that's totally our

-

producer
to taste as. tiring trying to keep the
many things as possible. two things going at once,
My goal," he concluded, right?
"is to do as many things

tant '
I asked if the' Black3 -followed.
Gang, for example,

also Like to be a

"Hopefully there'll be a
lot more bands like us,"
said Kevin, "not that
we're the first of our kind,
but we do feel we're
paving the way for other
student groups,"
But it must get pretty

"It's a drag to go to
college for four years and
ñever have played to an
audience. And there are
teachers like that too
they know all the theory
but they cant give you
the training that will
enable you te. earn your

-

Doesn't the 'pressure

ever make you want to
throw up the study Mg and
Just play all the time
after all, your musical

-

future seems pretty

right now. What
about if your album went
gold?
"Success would only
make me that much more
secure

hungry for learning.

Twenty gold records
wouldn't stop me wanting
studying education at
my education, The two
school and I eventually living as a musician, things
hope to set up my own simply because they've, another balance one
out; you can't
institution one day.
never done it themselves. stand still In the,
professional world and
you can't stand still at

"Koj5k'..

SUNDAY 25 MAY NORTHERN SOUL ALLDAYER at
the PALAIS, LEICESTER, the INTERCITY SOUL
CLUB. plus guest DJ Paul Huddle". '

own but where everything
is open.

Kevin explained that ea
most of the group are
studying, they only go
the road at weekends.'
The fact that they've had
such a successful start
wouldn't, he explained,,
make anybody want td
throw in their schooling
and become full-time
musicians sooner than

example."

they'd at first anticipated. "You see, the way
we look at It, it's all part

about three years ago,';

HOLIDAY

charge of, promotion dor,

direction to do a Country
and Western album but I_

i

BOBBY

Just wanted to do it and
went ahead and did It "

WOMACK
FROM PAGE 18
two, which la what'
eventually did."

1

Bobby also took the
reins on the business side
of his career. He now
manages himself and has
finally begun 'to convince
his record company that
he knows what's best for
his career.
But it's been a bit of a
struggle
his last US

album,

-the

country -

flavoured Black In The
Saddle caused not a few
arguments, he explained.
"They said 'your career

isn't going ta the right

I

Bobby explained that,
Black In The Saddle and
his newest album I Don't
Know What The World Is
Coming To were cut at the
same time. "I got to call
a lithe shots but they were
saying; "I think Bobby's

president of the company ,
thought It Was a good
Idea. I was getting Into a
lot of rock acts then and
'they were'a bit worried
that my music wasn't the
same as what I used to
do. But if you don't move
around and meet people
you just stay in one

place..."

- you know
using all these

gone mad

he's
'musicians like Sly'

-'I

Singles

was using Sly Stone and

all kinds

of musi-

" he laughed.
"But they`had to put them
cians.

.

.

out and now. they're
getting a lot of response
on

lt"

So how come the
Creates' Sets collection
came out before Black In

The Saddle?
"I was in the middle of
the feuding then and the

There were also arguments about singles,
Bobby explained, admitting that It was partly his
own fault:
"Now ron cutting for
three
three and a half
minutes where before I
never thought too much
about time, I used to say
'Right, let's vamp on out '
But it meant that the

-

material was too long to

get radloplaysd"
But the battles are over
now, with Bobby deciding
exactly what he's going to

-;lease:
I always pick my sides
and I always do things I
really enjoy singing, I
had to fight to get Girl
You're Welcome To Stop
On By out and then the
promotion got fouled up
but then Rufpa did it and
It was a hit so

I

was

proved right again "
I would happily have
sat there jawing for hours
but it was obvious that
tiredness was taking its
toil so I regretfully turned
off my cassette. I hope 1
see Bobby Womack again
real soon, and U it's from
the stalls of a London
theatre all the better.
How's that fir a closing
sentence?

college. You have to keep
moving forward-"
Finally, how about the
next Blackbyrds albums
and the possibilities of a
UK tour.
"The album should be
out in a couple of months
we've put down all the
rhythm track and It's just
a matter of going back
and adding things on top

-

make

to

Interesting.

it

more

"There's talk of our
coming over to England
In September with Hoot
and Blue Magic. "
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ALBUM

a couple of weeks so we
ended up playing with one
secunde guitar, a grand
plano and a set of toy
drums we went out and
got Ina toy - shop. "

;

1'1°g

The band travelled
around awhile and

e

PICK

finished up

In

Amster-

dam

SMOKEY ROBINSON: A
QUIET STORM f ambr

"We got'thls ether gig

where we used to play in

Motown STML I RI))
It's been a long time
coming but ")t wan well
worth the salt. Smokey's
third solo outing Is jam -

'hie club every night and
we lived in this big room
above It" said Steve,
explaining that the Gypsy
ives,
entourage manager., roadies etc
now numbered seventeen

1

11

-

packed with beautiful
classy music like nobody
else can make, from the
long but outstanding title
track through the current

people.

k Ir

single Baby That's

Backatcha to the ex.
cellentCoincidentally and
the final reprise of the
title track. The voice bras
magical as ever, the
lyrics clever, perceptive
and completely effortless,
the backings faultless.
R esii' Instant Classic.
G. D.

I

\'

-

the cramped
loo much
conditions, breadline tiv

Ing, playing

interested, often

competition like Blue
Magic and the Stylistics
around but on the

strength of this outing
(try What's Your Name'
or Next Time I See You)
It's no risk at all betting
the Momenta are an set
for the big time.
G. D.

that the name isn't over
familiar,'but It's also a
name that's worth watch-

ing.
American Gypsy did
.their nest UK four only very recently and
anyone who caught their
sets (as supports to
nouveau British R'n'B
band Doctor Feelgood, of
all people!) will readily
attest the G's proficiency
as a fullsome funk
orchestra.

wiped

"I just

IF YOU'VE turned
your radio on at all
,in the last few days
there's- a good_
chance your ears

lay In bed for
three days and three
nights and I could not
I didn't want to
move
play any more and that's
the worst erosible thing
that could ever happen to
a musician," said Steve.
Things eventually pick-

YPSY STORIE

THE MOMENTS: will have caught a
SEXY MO rather soulful new
They're a tight and
MENTS (All Platinum version of the old
very versatile seven
9109 300)
piece, originally based on
Lindisfarne
hit
Lady
Girls and eight more Eleanor courtesy of the West Coast of the
United ,States but who
examples of the sweeter a group
name of moved to Holland a few
side of All Platinum soul
years back,-stárved
make up the contents of American Gypsy.
played some, and
the album that gets the
It goes without eáying some,
eventually recorded their
Ohio Players album
anard. The harmony
vocal group market's
tough nut to crack with

to dis-

out audiences.

THOSE

rudest cover since the last

Breodfine
Eventually things get

first album there.
That first album has
just been released over
here and I heard it and

liked a lot of what I
heard and picked up on
one of the bend's last
gigs. They played an
exciting and varied set
that moved through
mellow ballads to up
tempo disco dancers and
even a fine blues number.
Atter the gig I drove

36

back into town to the
company of Steve Cllsby,
lead vocalist and electric
piano player.
Steve's six foot eight
and he sat scrunched up
In the car and told
Gypsy's lóttg and winding
story.

Restless
"Most of tie grew up In
the name block In
Riverside, California. We
used to get together and

play together at each
others' houses at weekends and In the rid
sixties we started playing
-

professionally around

L. A. and San Francisco.
We eventually cut some

tracks with the help of Taj
Mahal but nothing came
of It and we started
getting restless."
Steve added that the
move to Europe wasn't
Just a case of looking for.
fresh pastures:
"One night Imo lying
bed and the whole
house started shaking
it was an earthquake and
It really got me worried."
After that, said Steve,
he wouldn't walk Into tall
buildings because:
In

-

'!Another time we'd

been hired to play on a
boat hi the San Francisco

bay.

was going well and everybody was
having a good time and

-

dancing when the boat
suddenly started to roll "
What had happened. ed up when the hand got
Steve explained, was that themselves a new mananother after -shock had ager who had both faith In
,caused a giant wave to the band and the business
sweep across the bay, 'ability Measure that they
almost capsizing the boat got the kind of work they
deserved. This eventualIn the process.
"That did it" said ly brought them into the
Steve, "the next day I studios to record their
bought a plane ticket and album and single, and
finally onto this fled
spilt to Spain."
Steve managed to gut British tour.
"Things are looking
In
to
play
the band booked
owned by a better now than they have
a hotel
wealthy Spaniard with a for a long time.' said
taste for Soul and called Steve, "we've really
the guys up and asked enjoyed the English gigs
we've done and we'll be
them to fly over.
"The trouble was they looking forward to getting
couldn't get their equip- back over as soon as we
ment through customs for can.
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Fatuous

members are Mick
Ralph, (ex -Mott the
Hoople) and Ros Rowell
(es -King (lineen).

Dear Face,
I thought that you had a
cheek to mention in RM
that the, reanon Elvis
warty Come to Britain Is
because he is too fat to get
through the airport
doors. This Is not sn, The
real reason why he won't
come is because he would
have to perform In frail of
Ideals like you, who don't
know what they are
talking about.
David Pike. Shoreditch.
Well I am one idiot who
wouldn't go - I promise.

Dear Face,
After reading Milt the
28 of my
fellow patriots are dis-

gusted. How can they
leave their fans? After all
It was us who made them
what they are today. Zl
was us who bought copies
of Bye Bye Baby just to
keep it at No 1 for six
weeks. It was our money
that brought them each
170,000 mansions. Ob
viously we fans like them
for their looks and not so
much for their musical
talent. We don't want to
deny the Rollers success
abroad, but we do feel a
year is a rather long time

to keep
waiting.

if you're
looking for another hit
Tam Paton, forget it If

No.

inches- How kind.

ton.

Steady on,. they haven't
gone yet. And for God's
sake don't start writing to
me imploring them to
come back, the postboy

Free -k

Dear Face,
Reading that you were
a Free fan I decided to
question you on a point
which has been puzzling
me for some time. Is it
true that some ex members of Free are now
in Bad Company?
N Charles Brinley. York-

can't cope.

Blow-out

'
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Dear Face,
Listen mate, If Barry
White can fit through the

London M.

I quite agree and by the

strength of their name.
Regarding RFC's comments on Pilot, I'm sorry
but I agree with him.

P

Way this page is
dedicated to the victorious Claret and Blues
for their F. A. Cup win.

s.

Slaggy

Get Beck

Rollers personally? I

Dear Face,
Last Year ',saw
called Ram at

Dear Face,
What exactly have you
got against the Bay City

a
a

Rae

band

Sayers joined the Nash-

ville Teens and guitarist

"Perk"

Impressed by them and
wondered if they are still
playing the circuit. Or if
not what has happened to
them?
The Mad Mod, Hemel
Hempstead.
Well I had to make a few

was

last Been

wandering around the
Speakeasy muttering

something about Intending to give Jeff Beck
a run for his money. OK?

Ba-Ba Baby

subsequently joined

Deluxe, vocalist

are not a teenybopper
group like the Rollers and
should not be classed as
such. Listen to Lovely
Lady Smile and To You
Alone, they are just as
good as the singles and go
to show what great

went into

hiding, drummer Phil

well

known music paper's
rock contest I was very

Ducks

Borras

-

songwriters Bill Lyall
and Dave Paton are. So

- Call Me Round has not
made the charts yet, but if

Dear Face,
We think thafRay FoxCumming's review of
Pilots LP Second Flight
was unfair. To say that
Pilot will not be with us as
a major force for very
long is ludicrous. Pilot

the Rollers recorded Ba
Ba Black Sheep no doubt
the fans would all go out
ánd buy it. (sic).

Heather McMahon &
Barbara Price.
I'm inclined to agree that
anything the Rollers
release

IZ IT hadn't been
fol.. the Merchant

Navy Roger

wouldn't be on the
radio; If it hadn't
been for the radio
Roger would still be
sailing the seven
seas.
Merchant Navy

apprentice officer Roger
Scott's entertainment In
tome days of the early
80's was highlighted by
the appearance of Saturday Club and when in
England the week revolved round that, out at sea
and nearing American
shores the radio dial
would go crazy with so
many stations battling for
listeners, obviously the
bug of radio interest bit
and bit hard. "I used to
write to stations that I
heard and ask why they
did certain things or

right

now go to

number one just on the

decided to do something
about getting myself into
this fascinating world.
Having taken and passed
my exams, my very first
trip as a fully fledged
Navigator convinced me
as I looked at the others,
fed up with life but too old
to do anything about It that I too could end up like
them, so I came out."
In 1988 Roger read a
report that , seemed to
point the way to future

legalised commercial ra-t
dio In Britain, with the

Margaret

gigs with the Wombles!

Advance information

from Glasgow suggests
that when the litter'trall
from Wimbledon gets to

Glasgow's Buchanan

dear old Beets, It's rather
amusing to see them
suddenly open their heart
to an area that possibly
hasn't been mentioned too
much for years. It's not
one -offs that keep the
customers satisfied, It Is
consistency and continued interestin an area.

Street shopping precinct
on Tuesday, (13), Radio
Clyde
canny lads that
they are
would be on
hand to relay the historic
Now for your finer
event of Wellington's repoints: Friday as usual
match with the British
Rosko Rounds the Table
Royals. Margaret will be and Saturday Alex
there and extra time may
Harvey lets us Into the
be played
result next secret of My Top Twelve.
week
we hope!
Pete Drummond comperes In Concert featurThe BBC, after trotting
ing Arthur Brown and
down to Plymouth to
Lipp again. Sunday's
counter the scheduled
Story Of Pop part 20,
start of the commercial
"From The Understation found they had
ground", written jointly
lost the battle of counter
attack that It uses by John Peel and John
Pidgeon.
whenever a new coon
mercial station opens.
Plymouth (as you knew
Highlight of the day Is
last week) had the date
five hours of live outside
Rid back from May 12 'to
broadcast from Mallory
May 19: As much as I love -Perk.-RBi?'s race- dny-

--

- -

seriously.

De luxe chart
Dear Face,
I definitely think that
the US singles and
albums charts should be

replaced by

the

interest and enthusiasm
burning within, Roger
decided to go where the
radio action was, gain
experience

and

then

hopefully retire

-

to

England reasonably ei
perlenced in the art of

which for the first time
comes from the Midland
venue as opposed to the

usual Brands Hatch.

Paul Burnett's All There
Is To Hear 10.00 - 1.00
comes from Mallory Park
and David Hamilton
introduces a two-hour
special from 3.00 - 5,00.
Guests include Cozy

Powell, Stephanie

de

Annie SImmon

ds

Sykes, Mike Batt, Gerry
Shepherd (Glitter Band),

(Pearls)) they and the
DJs will all be driving
Shellaport Escorts and
added attractions will
come from the Red Devils
free -fall parachute display and quite appro.

prlately

Station WPDR

Partition
Okay kids, its petition
time.

Miss Janet

A

Winstanley of 15 Beulah
Avenue, BUBnge, Nr.
Wigan, lanes Is raising a
petition to her and get that
programme The Partridge Family back an the
box. So if you agree, write
to her at the above
address Including a SAE.

joined a man who had
been connected with
Radio London, Philip
Birch - on programme
syndication, from there

joined the factory
radio system of U. B. N.
which as Roger says:
"Was really the best thing
as It slowed me down to
the British way of radio
he

In

Albany, New York were
the first to feel the knock
upon the door from a
persistent Roger Scott,

after many refusal.

Roger's persistence final.
ly won through and he
had a job on the evening I
- 12 show, this he retained
for eight months, during
which time he had a 12
month visa fur the State,.

wasn't needed

though as an offer from

as oppmed to
zap of
Canada. It was a very
good experience all round
for me as It has been for
many others."

Revered
Then, well, along came
Capital and so did Roger
Scott: the rest for London

listeners Is already

history because Roger
Scott must surely be
apart from Kenny Everett the find of radio in the
oast decade, he is
certainly revered by
many, not least Kenny
himself and Dave Ca.b.
One Item Roger is
pleased about Is the

success rate of the
people's choice spot, the
final choice each week

Montreal came along
where there were no visa
problem so Roger joined
C FOX, a station of some
35 personnel. Roger did

has had a national chart
appearance 99 per cent of

music director and
programme director.

rrlday. INsjust one of the

the 3 , 8 spot and in
between wore the caps of

There he stopped, apart
from a short spell in Nova
Scotia, m1111 1911. Returning to England, he was

the erne, the two records
every day are chosen by
Roger. voted for by
listeners and the daily
winners go to the final on

reasons why Roger has
never been so happy, or
felt so proud to be

connected
station.

with any

only £1 down any 5 LPs

British Ale
ways Hot Air Balloon.
Capt Tone Blackburn I
hear will be taking
members of the public on
speedboat rides (I'm lost

,.m.

&darn 60p won", Jun send. M of I.Iw
Ct PO trot
eM SAE for retN,yl Gene roe
.dlaoa PRINT YOUR
PULL NAME mm age Ap°wW °airs we peeled
lama,.* m fa.
IOR TAPESI,
newer or

a

for wordal. Practice
starts at ,9.00 am and
rating pi dips rat?.-80'psir

Dear Face,
I've just had a dose of
your poxy column. The
way your readers dribble
on about some scabby
group or another who lust
wouldn't get a clap from
any decent audience. It's
enough to put you off your
breakfast.
Susan Green, Black
Rock.
I'll eat your breakfast U
you don't want It

so

radio

This

all, Barry

Not at

invariably sneaks In the
back way, didn't your
know?

rather ono early for the
birth of commercial radio

Great Scott
-_it's Roger

Quicki es

PRINCESS

mean you lot slag me so
why can't I slag you? The
trouble with you lot is that
you take everything too

Laurie
Henderson

I
didn't do others and from
that learnt quite a lot, It
was during this time I

mean every time someone
mentions them you slag
them. why? I'm very
curious to know.
Rollers fan, Clacton.
I have nothing personal
against them, I just don't
go for their kind of music
so I'm entitled to
complete if I want to. I

Compiled by

till

airport doors I'm sure
Elvis can.
Elvis fan, Kent.

Poxy dose

wanted to make the whole
paper a West Ham special
but the editor wouldn't let

A

'

SLOEEVL

t1

swoHmie,

rather embarrassing

North Bank fanatic,
Stratford.

Very fatuous

Apo Pop
li
l Bentsen Road,

Face, r Record

Dear Face,
U I'm Forever Blowing, this will do. Ram
Bubbles does not make apparently split up soon
the charts then there is tatter the semi finals.
not justice in this world.
Bassist Mick - Graome

-

tN^b'

your

phone calls to find all the
answers but I hope that

Yee, two
Paul Rogers
and Simon Kirke. Other

.tym

plain about- here's the
Mall
place W rend It to

So

you desert us. Come on
girls, unite and fight to
get our boys back from
the Yanks.
C. Thompson, Lough -

Kirkcaldy.

ahire.

their fans

Uwe...

Tee Face. Aoytbleg
you want to write about,,
rfue about or tom

Britain I and

Alice Cooper fan,

Yes.

OK, here I am

Rollers are leaving

Dear Face,
What a funny face you
have got and Is it real?
Have you got a wooden
leg and what is the length
of your eyebrows? Anyway I would like to say
thanks for a delightful
poster of Alice Cooper, By
the way Is that beautiful
spider real?

2.14.182

a

Disgusted

hn"e fatuous

Thank -you.- Yes.

Luxembourg charts. For
instance, I knew of only 8
singles and 11 albums In
the American charts,
Sparks fan. Kent.
Better lurk next time. We
print the DM charla No you
ran see shays going on
arrows the blue horizon.
Anyway, isn't It nice to
know how our own artists
are doing over there?

4u)

bee

a
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DAVID GATES ON..

FOUR CONCERT
dates throughout the
UK, a host of
television and radio
shows and David
Gates, ex-leader of
the group Bread Is
hack off to America.

y

.

have inside them. "I
don't think that polities
and music go together. I
look at muslc as
something of an escape
from the usual news
reports, and for me to
stand up on stage singing
a song about Vietnam
.wouldn't really seem
right to me. I think If you

II)

t.

i

Just before he hopped
on the plane. David
slopped off at the Record
Mirror offices to chat to
us.
"You know you've got a

have something to say
you should stand up and
make a speech, but not
inflict it on everyone on a

fabulous Country over
here. Everyone seems to
have values In the right
perspective. 1 was up in
Southport for my first
concert and the Image
/Americans have of a
smelly seaport was soon
dispelled.'
After the formalities,
David was anxious to get
off his chest what he
thinks of Ken Boothe and
Telly Savalas covering

constantly clamoured

re

were together for nearly
five years, though we
realised while recording

1

the yeast had gone out of

Bread, ' he said with a
twinkle in his eye, "and
you can't have Bread
without yeast!"
"S wanted to go in a
different direction to the
other members of the
group, though Larry?
Knechtel and I have stuck
together. We've both got
ranches out In California
and we're great buddies.
I've recorded two albums

On his recent concert
tour, David wouldn't sing

one song that the crowds

on my own since we split
up, and the last one is

selling very well over In
the States. Over here in

Britain people seem to
like my songs, but
recorded by different
people. Ken Boothe and
We cut him short,
trying to evade that ever

pressing subject. What
sort of material would he
be going to record in the
future?

Material

other one group has boat, out or perhaps tend

was rather surprised that

perform. Songs like'

the song, and even more
so when Yln and Yan did

recorded enough material
that I would really like to

some of the plants that
I've got growing In my
garden. I feel it Is so

important and I'm so
lucky that I'm able to
spend so much time with
my family." This, of

Blackbird and For No-one
I wish I had written,
because

the words

,

say

something

that really
needs to be -said. The
same as Harry Chapin's
Cats In The Cradle, When
I heard' that I was so

course,

by periods when I'm
away, just like I aro now
over here in England., I
haven't been inspired to
write anything while I've
been over here, mainly
because I'm so busy, but
perhaps later in retrospect I'll think back over
the time I've had here and
maybe write something. I
wrote If when I was
Inspired by my wife at a
very emotional time.
"I must admit that I

delighted because al last

someone had said something that needed to be

said."

"People kbep asking
me why I don't record any
other songs apart, from'
my own. I suppose one
day I'll get around to
doing an album of Beetle
tunes. 'I don't think any

compensated

Is

Inspiration for David
and other songwriters
comes from many differ-

ent sources. "I find that
when I wake up in the
mornidg I don't care to
write at all, and Instead
I'll either take my sail-

their version. Neither

versions are as I would
have wanted them to be,
but after I had recorded
It, the song 'was public
domain and anyone can
record It without asking
me. The Ken Boothe song
was different In that
Everything I Own la a
very personal song to me.
I wrote It shortly after the
death of my father, and
didn't expect anyone to
treat the song like .Ken

Í

did."

What about other songs,
where did he get his
Inspiration from?
"I wrote one song when

In college for a
very lovely young lady
and I was trying to
Impress her. It worked
and now she's my wife!
My children have also
triggered off some songs,
With two numbers on my.
first solo album dedicated
to them. The first, Anne
was very much Inspired
by her, but the other,
Lorllee was more of a
song which needed a
girl's name In the title. "

I was back

Telly Savalas recorded

-

Protest
Many song writers

have, at some time In
their life, written some
songs which are either
protest songs or about
some burning feeling they
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playing my records."

John Rainford
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Kojak and in tact sports a
healthy growth of hair on
his head. His equipment
includes Garrard decks, a
Mitrex amplifier, Good unit.

As far as inflation beating tips are con-

cerned, Theo says not too
many DJ's have considered playing the flip -sides
of singles. He (Indira lot of
B-sides go down much
better than the .A -sides

GOLLY (left) and BOBBIE JUNIOR (above)
private parties and youth good discotheque lightclubs, before,he eventually went to Denmark and
then Scandinavia.

ing

As well as doing clubs,
he does_ promotion
Bobbie carries about record coinpanlee for
in
1,600 singles and 60
various shops. He plays
~'u
albums with him to cater records and talks to the
for an international people, inviting them into
He says when
the shop to look around or
at the Blue Moon audience.
first went over there, buy something, and, from
Discotheque in Fern- he
he had to use very bad
floe to time, gives away
borough four years ago.
equipment, but how the
albums and singles.
He ran a mdbile disco and'
Although Bobble's enworked at llecotheques, standard of disco `gear
has improved. He also
joyed' working In Europe,
makes a point about_ he tells me he's looking
many of the clubs having
forward to coming home
a rather dull interior and
eventually. Anyway
feels th at tot can be done. here goes with the big
and suggests listening to
with fresh colours and sounds from Oslo town:
Searching
the other
side of Gloria Gaynor's
Reach Out I'll Be There,
OF
You Got It
the flip of
1
Shame Shame Shame
Pick Up The Pieces by
Linda & The
The Average White Band
Funky Boys
and Hey Girl, Come And
2 Reach Out I'U Be There
Gloria
Get It which can be found
Gaynor
on the other side of The
3 Philadelphia Freedom
Elton John
Stylistics' Star On A TV
Show. A very good idea,
4 Satin Soul
The Love Unlimited
Theo baby, and one which
Orchestra
is well worth pursuing.
5
Young Americans David Bowie
These are just a few we've
8 Express
B. T. Express
mentioned here, and I'm
sure if you care to dig
7 Get Down Tonight
K. C. & The
through your own record
Sunshine
Band
collections you'll find a
8 Dance The Kung Fu
Carl Douglas
veritable treasure chest
9 I Can Help
Billy Swan
of comparatively un,played sounds.
10 Blue Eyed Soul
Carl Douglas

Records to flip over
called Theo
operates a mobile disco'
by the name of Smoochys
In and around Manchester. Despite his name,
Theo is not related to
A

mans speakers and an
S. A. I. sequential light

Anti, Mrneche
w.

the

started as an amateur DJ
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Bother Me
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more serious and probably do sane producing
for other artists. That's
alt In the future, but It'll
be nice to think back over

Sounds of the
midnight sun

b.Fo

Al Wilson
Show end Tell
Billy Pr.aon Space S.C.
The Honeycomb-fWhile

try writing something

;1
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So what of David's
plans for the future? "So
long as people keep
buying my records. I'll
keep making them. When
the day does finally cone
to pack up I'll probably

i

over 2300 raw to .hub..
from. For es 111,1, as lap
doy Many special off wary
Me
n n brochure.
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RECORDS

write songs at the peak of
my emotions, and 1
always get the same

lee for

oa.

OURS IS THE

í

-

meaning, and the blend of
words and music hurts
me so bad that S usually
cry every time I play it. I
made the excuse an the
concerts that I couldn't
remember it! Other songs
have a similar meaning to
me, Including Other Side
Of Life from the On The
You've
Waters album.
got to remember that I

-

-

...

was

Aubrey taken off the
Guitar Man album. It is
one of those songs that for
me has a very special

IMPORTED

(DON'T WAIT WEIRS

"Ah, that

for.

-

his songs. Hold on, we
said, first things first.
What about the break-up
of Bread?
"Welt, as a group we

our sixth album that
things were starting to go
stale. The songs weren't
so fresh and none of us
was getting the same kick
out of things.
suppose

record."

i

-

DJ PICK

THE WEEK

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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by Sue Byrom

essinglessing

010
NEIL'S
SONG

THE HERMITS: Ginny
Go Softly (Private
Stock PVT 19)

let, Miss Bassey sink her

Herman,
the Hermits are
striking' out on
their own, but
unfortunately, this offering is --a bh,too bland to
stand much chance of
doing anything but glide
as easily out of 'the ears as

Gonna
Mine (Pye 808 431)

Minus

FOR

it did into it,

SHIRLEY BASSEY:

Good, Bad But
Beautiful (United

JOHN
NEIL

Very typical Basset' number: lots
of slow build-up

Immigrant (Polydor
2058 583)

but this time
with not very. much to
build on. All the
orchestration's there In
full and crowning glory,
but it doesn't compensate
for lack of something to

After months of
pleading by assorted fans and
DJs, this has

et'

et
as
gat

oe

ve
re
to
Ve

se

finally been released as a
ngle, and a good thing

Written

as a
:omment on the changng attitudes of Amerians towards new visitors
and more specifically
u' John Lennon with his
:onstant visa problems
ties is Neil Sedaka at his
-no

-

rrst- melodic

Hope it does

.,opealmg.
cry well.

10cc:
100)

Waterfall (UK
74Beware

Y-

and

not

a

- this

is

new' tact'

,ys

track) Originally
released on the
Rubber Bullets,
of
u -side
Jonathan King believes it
reserves a new lease of
'fe as an A-side in its own
,"chi. It was always a
',umber that went down
:.ell on stage, but
somehow I don't have the
r onlidence
of JK in
;banking that the time Is
ght to release this on the

the

Need as a

rwy

5-

ELVIS PRESLEY: T-ro -u -b -t -e (RCA 2562)
9Oh dear, Elvis
uses this song
almost like a s -pe -I -f -i -n -p lesson,
ns if the various words
aught not be said aloud.
as
Old rocker
as far
'hythm goes, God, does
-ound old) I'm not oveilond of Elvis the bailee

ter

singer, but I
this even less.

Ich

KEITH MOON:

oo

r

nt

'm

the

by

sat

he

're
ng

ve

hie
cur
e

art
for
hl

ka.

um
tail
are
cb.

tin,
the
net
ngr to

ea
nd

he

,uy
of
dot

for
ty.
cry

aye
ty a
tern

get

single..

.

i

think

I

like

Don't

Worry Baby (Polydor
2058 584)

The

phantom

drummer lives)
Well, by all
accounts fie
does and is +now
Presenting us with his first
solo single,

taken from his
Two Sides Of The Moon
album. There's so much
arranging in this track,

`-'

SEDAKA: appealing

one,

that still souridsas good as ever.

Messrs. Chinn
and Chapman's

super
group, per-

He and Len Barry seem to
stick in people's minds as

new

being very similar in style forming a song written
and pace, but this one is and produced by Nicky
the singer and 'the song land Mike. Anyone who's
I'm more fond of.
'heard Gonzalez might be
surprised by this one
HAM- a bitand
pleasantly so at
MOND: Lay The that- Very
classy and
Music Down (Mums quite sophisticated, with
3272)
some really good vocal
A very much work.
Deserves - to do
more melodic 'well.

-

Mr Hammond
than usual on
this one, with almost Neil

Diamond phrasing at

times. Aftera couple of
spins, the record definite-

-

LORRAINE CHANDLER: Love You
Baby (Black Magic
8M105)

'r

.1

5

won't

Thumb sideways:
might, might not-

thing 'you
be able to

accuse Showeddy of is not living
their
up to their image
new single was the first
hit for that old rocker
king, Eddie Cochran after
his death fifteen years
They sing it
ago.
practically the same as Mr
mid -tempo
Cochran
ballad with lots of backup choruses. What"their
fans will make of it
remains to be seen,

Thumb down:
.oh dear

-

-

ARROWS: I Lové
Rock 'n' Roll (RAK

PETER

Your

Heart

(RCA

Stevie Weeder
penned number

from

Labelle,

although not the
official follow-up to Lady
Marmalade. Ibis a track
from the recently regetting their rocks off released RCA album,
Sounds
with this one,
Cookin' which
-Pressure
quite reminiscent of was recorded in 1973.
drivShowaddywaddy
hypnotic
almost.
Stow,
ing, repetitive beat with rhythm to it, but maybe
some (for them) almost
not quite strong enough.
heavy guitar work.
Sounds quite dire on first
lot
PETER OLIVER: Love
a
up
picks
hearing, but
Ship (RCA 2550)
on the second spin.
Should make the charts.
A Kenny Young
number for ex BOBBY WOMACK:
New Seeker PeLooking For A Love
ter Oliver, this is
(United Artists, UP an easy -listening summet,
35644)
ry sound with little ladles
Probably :the in the background making
most cone' pleasant sounds, and
mercial sound Peter's voice -sounding
from Mr Wo- equally easy. All that
said, though, it might be a
mack in a long time,
bit to easy for the current
funky and good pacing.
disco
a
for
enough
Fast
charts.
sound, it should get wider
THE TEMPTATIONS:
exposure as well.

J-

Memories (Tamla

.

."

kicking around or bubbling under the charts right
now, so it could go on to
bigger things.

JOHNNY

Motown TMG 948)

Change of pace

'for one of the
best vocal soul
groups around
with this one; a beautiful
song and beautifully
sung, but lacking a good
hook line, which will'
probably stop it being a,

hit.

NASH:

Tears On My Pillow
(CBS 3220)'

reggae

that to Johnny Nash's
velvet tones to give you a
good smooth sound. -Not
too fond of the middle
break whets Johnny does
a little chat piece, but
apart from that, not bad.

THE BELLES!

another
record.

ARROWS:

Almost

heavy

CHARLES AZNA-

VOUR: You (Barclay
33)

year, it was
practically impossible to turn
on the old tranni
without those Gallic cords
of Mr Charles flooding out
with the words of She.
Using the same combinations as were used on
17Last

that last one, same
writers -and arranger,
-they've produced another
love ballad that somehow
lacks the appeal of She.

Difficult to define why it's
missing, but- although it

be as big a hit, it'll
probably 'still do quite
well.

won't

-

record on
Ringo's new la-

bel Is an Instrumental version of an old Ringo single
also
strangely enough
co -written by Mr
Doesn't really sound too
like the original, more a
jolly Pirtle electronic

-

Starr

exercise, but if that's
what they want to do . .

McKENNA:

VAL

Love Feeling (Spark
SRL 1038)
ULOriginally
leased

in
is

re1970,

appara demand
for this record's rerelease. It's probably one
of those records that
you'll cither love or hate:
very bouncy, very fast,
'and her voice seems to
get a bit gravelly on the
;third chorus, but with
.enough play the repetition
'might catch on,
there
ently

NEW

PICK.ETTYWITCH:

Love
A Little
'More (Penny FarthMe

Just

ing 879)
The New in the
title refers to the
fact that Me
Polly Brown is
no longer with the group,
although whoever the
lady is who's replaced
her, her voice sounds very
similar. Easy -listening
single that doesn't sound
strong enough for the
charts.

Don't THE REAL THING:
Stone Cold Love
Affair I Pye 714,256811

Pretend (Contempo'raries CS 9027)
Currently a hot
tip up in the
Northern soul
discos, with a
backing that sounds very
like the opening of Baby I
Need Your Loving. Still,
fast and furious,
and

-

raege of gravel notes. "It
was her song, it was my
aaaaah, Bit
.
song
too over -produced for my
taste.

9
k

2558)

For three
lads who look as
cute as Arrows
do, they're really

be

beat riding along
throughout this
one, and add

easy?

little

delivered with
Tam White's full

along,

should

Slow

LABELLE: Open Up

co,

this kind of sound either

Too

'OLIVER:

for

any disco
,audience. There's a lot of

'good

LABELLE: unofficial
follow-up

205)

Real heart-string
puller this one,

Northern soul

sound that
and

Thumb up:hit

fui

Heaven (Bell 1426)
One

ELA

bombs

DY: Three Steps TO

Keith's voice tends to
sound as though it's
coming from somewhere
al the
back of the
speakers, bun that might
well be intentional. OK as

goes, it probably ,won't
do that well as far as the
Charts are concerned.

this

dard

DAVID HENTSCHEL:

Oh My My (Ring
Records 2017 101)
9/First

GONZALEZ: Hole In
My Soul (RAK 204)

-

SHOWADDYWAD-

TAM WHITE: Please
Mr Please (RAK 203)

1

Great. old stan-

ly starts to grow on you,
and air play could have
the same effect on the
listeners.

Keyto symbols

what with backing
vocalists and lavish

orchestrations, that

I'm
Make You

LOU CHRISTIE:

ALBERT

Artists UP 358371

SEDAKA: The

teeth into.

good

disco

The American
reviews of this
single all mentioned that -they
couldn't believe this was'
lrttish shout and not
American, The Real
Thing actually hailing
from Liverpool. Lots of
tight harmonies throughout the record, with a
very funky beat. They're
right, it does sound
American, and it could be
a disco hit at least.

MELANIE:

Yes

Sir,

That's My Baby
(Neighbourhood
3250)
From the As

See

It

I

Now

album, this

seems a pretty
peculiar choice of song'
for Melanie, and apparently she wasn't too keen
on it's being released
either. It's not the best
vehicle for her type of
voice, and when the
choral bits start, you want
to get up and do the full
tap routine. Don't think
a0.
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'Reggae is good for your health'
says Desmond (Israelites) Dekker
TEN YEARS ago bum-woggling brigade

Desmond Dekker
hung out on Funky
Orange Street, Jamaica, home of de

big time bwana
artists like
CHlt and Buster.
Nowadays his headquarters are in

'5Harlesden High
Street, London,
where his recording

company, Cactus

assortment of reggae
discs and the local
ballroom.
'
"I re-released The

e

Israelites for my fans who
couldn't get hold of It in
the shops," he Raid In a
Jamaican accent that Is
as Nick as a tin of
unstirred deluxe emul-

.e1

Desmond wrote the
hard and money a song when times were s-

This jovial black and
Dekker fella has come á
long way since his
childhood In the sweaty
climes of the West Indies
and today Is rated one of

t

i

currenUy completing an
album containing all new
songs, coming out to
June. "It's gotta be
mixed and some more
tings are being added like
weight I sweat It off In one a little horn and a little
night of singln' and strings."
"I wanted to do all new
dancer'. I really feel light
when I dance. Like a stuffs because I ave

written

snake I got no bones. "
can one follow

Israelites.

The phone rings and hie
press officer answers.
After the conversation he
replaces the receiver and
lets out a screech: "Lord
Longford wants to meet

3.

ir'

I

Genesis

4,

.

Showadd

a

,

t{7

-

dem!"

Jan Iles

L'EIL

=o

1"Z'

A
The Glitter Band

If I

wanna be comical I walk
around like des (he does a
kind of penguin walk a la
Charlie Chaplin) It's all
good fun. De audience
enjoy It Some of de girls
become hysterical and try
to rip my clothing. They
nick de shoe of de foot and
try to pull oft my trousers
but I always hang on to

lot since

a

'

1.

-

yourself swing.

sometin' different. "
Although King D has
been absent from the
charts he has still been
making public appear-

í

n!A

wanna good waist -line;
roll dat waist and wiggle
dat bottom
just let

I could ave
Included my old numbers
but the people want to ear

How
that?

* POSTAL BARGAINS FROM PERMAPRINTS

1.

Wriggle

dmpoftheheavystuta
'At my shows I
lank U anyes, of his lyrics / demonstrate de reggae
are ever ribald like a lot,. dancin' and tell- dem
of the ethnic reggae and dere's nothln' to It (he
Rock Steady songs?
and starts to
gets
"It's never rude. l sing wrigglearound). I say to
for de kids to enjoy and I de fellers take your
ope they learn sometin'
partners on to de floor and
by them. My songs then just stamp around or
always carry a message. ' twist and jump; relax and
I doon't always write let de ntusle take over.
about love and darlin' Den I say to de girls dat
and tingsJtke that, unless you hear Yoga Is good for
It's got soul. I like to write de health. well reggae can
about reality; de every- be Just as good If ya
day facts of life. "
wanna get supple move
Desmond says that he Is dem shoulders or U ya

sion.

scarce.
"I was eating of km
(hot corn) and ya know I
didn't ave much breads
on me. I was ungry and
couldn't afford no pleasures in life like a nice big
car and daL I remember
the most respected linking
I was just like the
reggae artists.
children of Israel but dey
had Moses to elp. So I
said boys, somethin' gotta
Supremo
be done and I found
He is best remembered myself singln' about the
for his classic reggae Israelites right der with
supremo. The Israelites, de kon in my mouth, and
Which, when released in no piano or gltar backing,
1988 on the Pyramid label
and before I knew it, I ad DESMOND DEKKER: meeting with Lord Longford.
(now defunct) made the a song!"
charts. 007; It Mek; You
look Doc, how
number one slot all over
"You know I just Can Get It and Pickney and said,
I so little when I
the world.
started singln', 'I get up Gal all made the tap writes
wanna be big? De Doctor
When speaking to him In de mornin' slavin" for twenty; even his albums
laughed and said dat I
he is difficult to pin down breads sir, so that every sold like hot patties.
runnln' to what people are
as a St. Vitas dance
mouth can be fed'. "
asked Desmond if runnln' from He said
I
_victim. One minute he's
He sings the chorus line anyone has ever Inspired everyone wants to get
looking out of the window, then starts swinging and his songwriting. But he skinny and you want a
the next he's fiddling swirling around like a misunderstands me and pouch but you jus' aln ;t
about with the hl-f1. But monkee in a tree.
says: "Only me wants to
de build to be big!
this little fidget ds still
After The Israelites ave a pouch." (Huh?) "I got"When
I perform I'm
very much Idolized by the Desmond became a just can't put my weights always
so If I
ballroom biltzers and permanent resident in the on! I went to de doctor put on perspiring;
five pounds of

Records, operate.

He leaves his seat, goes

to the ritzy cook tail
cabinet and swigs back a

a.

country;

acfaulring a strong empire
of fans along the way
"There are lots of West
Indians over ere and dey
come to my shows cos dey
like to do dey reggae
dancln'; even dey white
kids like to dance.

row night after the
show."
"Oh I'm gonda be
like mad", Des
Makin.
replies. "I meet n lot of
VIPs and It's always de
same... Nerves."

i

In this

ances

you, Des, at his Baronial
home in Leicester Mmlus

whose Idea of a good night
out Is dancing to an

I

'yw

i
5 . Ba

City Rollers (Live!

--

_

6.

Kojak

S`i, M 41.

s

--

.1t

I

:_y
dd

7.

Planet óf the
Apes

18.

David Essex

`

9

Raquel Welch

10,

i

tf .l

{
ñtY

Iii

_14
t

11. Brian Ferry
12. Queen
14. Elton John
Dave Bowie
13. B C Rollers
115. D. Carradine
Nos. 1 to 18 FULL COLOUR POSTERS 38"x25' ONLY 75p EACH (OR E1.35 FOR ANY TWO)
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Well
Judy,

tialhmaihunt
uaim.aiunL

rest of the album tends to
be left a little in the shade,

but for Judy Collins fans,
there's still enough here
to warrant buying the
album,
SB

-

raunch and riffs. It's their
second album and this
time, the writing credits

well Catered for. How lever, it's not a bad
album. A lot of the
are evenly distributed,
¡numbers are mainly made
unlike the first on which up of your standard heavy
guitarist John Hall metal riffs, but there's
seemed to be the leading also a fair amount of
light. The content is quite melody, Anderson's Pillar
varied with Fresh Wind To Post and Looks Like
Incorporating more than,a Rain fare well, but You
shade of CSNY ' and Are My Spark, written by
Dance With Me being
guitarist Derek Griffiths,
simply a pretty, melodic seems very unimaginative
pop tune. Give One Heart
and commonplace. It's a1
is a jerky reggae number
solid album but I feel the;
played, ,omewhat in- production lets It down.
congruously, in 7/4 time High energy rock should
and, because of It's have a high energy

PREVIEW

s-

NILS LOFGREN

(A&M SP

4509)
At last a really good
rock album. While the
space cowboys on the
West Coast get more and

was

is
i0

27

it

w orth
the

wait?

JUDY COLLINS: Judith (Elektra K 51019)

After three years

silence, a new album is a
rather eagerly awaited
event, especially when

question is Ms
In the end
though, the waiting was a
bit better than the final
result
not that it isn't a
highly polished performance, just that somehow,
it misses the perfection of
the artist in

Collins.

-

say, Wild

Flowers.

The

range of songs that Judy
tackles Is far wider than

-

normal

including,

would you believe, a
Rolling Stones' number
- Salt Of The Earth. This

performed complete
piano, drums and

is

,with

backing

singers, but

somehow it seems at
odds with the lady.
Brother Can You Spare A
Dime, currently Ronnie
_ane's single, is better,
and of course, there's her
own current single, Send
In The Clowns from the
musical A Little Night
Music. This is such an

outstanding track that the

i

more boring, Mister
Lofgren here has found
himself a really solid
drummer lAynsley Dunbar) and an immaculate
bass player (Wornell
Jones) and got his own
multitude of guitars and
keys together for an
instantly appealing, tight,
fresh LP. It's classic good

overtly unstable

rock 'n' roll music but so
sparingly concise that it
demandsfullattention. PH

GOLDEN

GENO

HOUR

rhythyhm, just fails to
come off. Let There Be
Music the `title track does
come off though. It's a
Doobies - style rocker
which features a hair raising guitar solo, and
should make an ideal
single. The whole album'

-I,

--..'--`-

OF

WASHING-

_boasts

TON

& THE RAM
JAM BAND (Pye GH

594)
Just as good old Geno
and the lads are being;
bought back into the
public's eye, here's a
whole 60 minutes of hand
- clapping, foot - tapping
music from the good old
days
well; 1967
anyway. The first side is a
live recording from that
time, but bdth sides
reflect the type of music
played by Geno et al
that's guaranteed to let
you have a good time.

Good
SB

BILL WITHERS: the
Best of Bill Withers
(Sussex LPSX 10)
last 'year saw Bill
Withers fighting off more
than a few problems, both
personal and career -wise,
but he is now on the road
to recovery and currently
working on a new album.
Prior to that, Sussex have
released this compilation
album. It Includes his
classic Lean On Me and
Ain't No Sunshine, but
with a total listening time

of just over 30 minutes for

two

sides, the album
seems a little on the short
side, and Bill Withers'
fans aren't going to find

listening to
anything startlingly new.
themselves

1

McCoy Rick,
Derringer knows a lot of
famous people such as
Johnny and Edgar Winter
and Chick Corea who all
play on this his second
album, bat unfortunately
it doesn't prevent the
whole thing from sounding too pedestrian.
Goodlooking he may be,
exceptional flash guitarist
he sure is,. but his songs
tend to plod along. The
couple of redeeming

Dominic. Paul, David, Marline, Julie They are obviously talented and far
and Thereze do a pretty good job on from being the duffs it's been
their first album and not unexpectedly suggested they are. For the rest
h contains their number two sound, Duane Eddy should be interested by
There's A Whole. Lot Of Loving and the twanging guitar in the tongue - in the newie, Here I -Come Again. It:s all cheek rendering of Thomas J.
very relaxed and^for the most part, for Crickets and ardent fans of Tina
late - night listening. It plays rather Turner's mastery of River Deep,
safe in arrangements and the songs Mountain High will hardly like the light
themselves are not always possessed - weight version on this disc and I'm
with the hit feel of their single. When none too sure about Beach Boy fans
arrangements veer from the safe they with the finale here of Barbara Ann
tend to, be rather self - consciously and I Get Around. The most
adorned, as some of the vocal commercial cut, more immediate than
colourings in an interesting acapella their current single, is Give A Little
version of the splendid Lennon - Love, though it sounds like Mundreds
McCartney number, She's Leaving of other hits. My personal favourite
Home. When I say, the sá doe pretty-' track is a rather warm, slightly soppy,
good job, I say so in the context of the track three on the first`side; Don't
group performing with immaculate Turn The Other Cheek. The LP should
skill what they've been asked to do by sell well but maybe next time the
their three producers. Chris Arnold, group can have more freedom and
David Martin and Geoff Morrow. less wrapping paper?
T. J.

High Heel Sneakers, Ride
Pony, In The
Midnight Hour and I'm A

-

crisp

Former

GUYS 'N' DOLLS (Magnet)

Your

Runner.

very

RICK DERRINGER:
Spring Fever (Blue
Sky 80723)

SAFETY FIRST FOR
GUYS AND DOLLS

-

Road
value.

a

production and, hopefully, should really get this
young band from Woodstock olf'the ground. EA

Pleasant enough.

SB

DAVE EDMUNDS:
Subtle As A Flying

know - vyhat. If you don't
believe me, try just a
couple of tracks
Shot
Of Rhythm And Blues and
Leave My Woman Alone
for instance
and you'll
see what -I mean. One of
the year's great albums
already.
RF-C

-

-

tracks are strangely
the ones we
already know
Hang On
Sloopy and Welkin' The
Dog. Run - of - the - mill
enough

rock

DOG

can't

be

SOLDIER

(United Artists UA
LA405G)

-

EA

RAB NOAKES: Never
Too Late (Werner
Bros. K56114).
Rab Noakes has one of

those well-worn voices
that you can snuggle up
to and feel cosy with
when you're in one of
those ultra - sensitive

moods. Tranquil one
minute, sombre the next,
he sets the heart aflame

with his beautifully simple
melodies and arrangements.

Rab

is a

grossly

underated singer /
songwriter deserving

much more credit than he
is given. But this album 1u
could be the one to
change all that. Basically
his appeal lies in his self accompanied stuff when
he lets his voice come to
the fore keeping his
fiendish guitar in the
background. Top dogs
on the album
are;
Memories; Early Morning
Friends and Never Too
late, all of which are nice
and nude and back to
nature stuff.
IJI

CAT STEVENS: The

'View From The Top
(Dacca DPA 3019)

A double album of early
Cat Stevens numbers
recorded during the 1966
- 1969 period. There are
24 songs in all, some of
them known quite well'
like I'm Gonna Get Me A

Gun and Moonstone, but
quite a few of the others ,,
I'd not heard before. I
Mayall drummer Keef also didn't know that Cat
Hartley and his old pal had written the P. P.
Miller Anderson. Along
Arnold hit, The First Cut
with Mel Simpson Is The Deepest, so there
(keyboards), Paul Bliss you go. A lot of the songs
(bass) and Derek Griffiths and their arrangements
(guitar), they seem -to be are light years away from
aiming at the heavy rock
his more recent albums,
market which I would 'so don't expect Catchbull
have thought was already
At Four -type sounds. SO

Dog Soldier is a new
band formed by ex John-

(Asylum

Like a breath of fresh
air, Jhis new Orleans
album
blows in. The
accent is on melody and

harmony rather

that

disguised with a few
heavyweight names. DH

ORLEANS: Let there
Be Music
7E1029)

-

production.

than

Mallet (Rockfield

CAT STEVENS: Interesting history

RRL 101)
I

a,

A
4

m
1

JUDYCOLUNS.
t

Wider range

can never understand

why Dave Edmunds isn't
one of the world's bestselling artists, he is just so
talented. As a producer
he's in the same class as
Spector, he is no mean
player of any number of
instruments and, as a
singer, 'he's gifted with a
distinctive voice and an
enviable range. Not only
all that, but he also makes
bloody fine records and
this is one of them,
housing a whole bevy of
golden oldies treated with
great respect for their
'times and styles and
peerlessly performed. By
comparison, John Len non's recent oldies effort
is e crock of sch .- you -
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SHOW ADDYW ADDY'S I
new single "Three Steps
to Heaven" (a revival of
the old Eddie Cochran
hit) was released last
week end they're currently playing a series of
dates to aid promotion.
Thin week you can see
them at Folkestone Leas
Cliff Hell. May 17, London
Hammersmith Odeon 151
and Leeds Grand Theatre

~AM

Ilk
WM,

RE
lek Hotel, Preston,

.

Lancs.
DR, FEELOOLD, Kingston Polytechnic

y

ALAN PRICE, Winter

Gardens, Bournemouth

DONOVAN, Fairfield
Hall, Croydon

BEBOP DELUXE, Top of
rl St afford
the Wod,
STATUS QUO, Gaumoht,

Ipswich
SASSAFRAS, Outlook

21.

Club, Doncaster
HUSTLER, Golden Dia-

Status Quo have been,
now for 13 years
would you believe
they started their 13th
British tutu last week.
Dates for them this week
are Glasgow Apollo May

,together

mond, Sutton in Ashffeld

and

15

/

/

16

17,

SONNY TERRY &
BROWNIE McGHEE,
'Free Trade Hall, Man
-

cheater

BAND CALLED O.
Heavy Steam Machine,
A

Ipswich

`1.1

Gaumont 19 /2a.

..

I -

1

1

!

Stoke

MIKE HERON'S REPU
TATION, Top of the
World, Stafford
JOHN MARTYN, Victoria Rooms, Bristol

I

MIKE ABSALOM,

May 15
CAN, Victoria Rooms,

Bristol

THE SENSATIONAL

ALEX HARVEY BAND,

Odeon, Birmingham

PILOT, Johnson Hall,
Yeovil
LOVE, Lyceum, London
STATUS QUO, Apollo,

Glasgow
DON MCCLEAN, Capitol!
Theatre, Cardiff

ALEX HARVEY
Pavilion Club, Chelten-

SHOWADOYWADDY
City of London Polytech-

HEADSTONE, St. Andrews University, Fife

ham
MOON, Blue Lion Club,,
Lincs.
ANDY FRASER BAND;

Pler Pavilion.
Hastings
ARTHUR LEE / LOVE /
CAN,

Albert Hall, Nottingham

DOG SOLDIER, Town
Hall, Leeds
SNAFU, Edinburgh Uni

NAZARETH, Empire,'

'5-

Liverpool
ZZEBR.A, Cleopatra's,1
Derby
NEUTRONS. North Lon-,
don Polytechnic (Holloway Road)"
ALAN PRICE. City Hall,

Sheffield
BEBOP DE LUXE, The
Garden. Penzance
ARTHUR LEE / LOVE /
DOG SOLDIER, Lyceum,'
Strand. London
THE FLYING BURRITO
BROTHERS, Bristol University

SASSAFRAS, Arnold

verslty

MAY16
SENSATIONAL ALEX!
HARVEY BAND, Guild
Hall. Portsmouth
PILOT, Odeon, Taunton
Trade Hall, Manchester
STATUS QUO, Apollo,
Glasgow
DON Mc LEAN, Winter
Gardens, Bournemouth
N .4ZARETH,

Mayfair. ,

Newcastle
CHOPYN, Queen Mary's
College. London
JOHN MARTYN, Surrey

University

sic

KEVIN COYNE / STAR RY EYED' & LAUGH
ING, York University
-

ALBERTOS, JB's Club,
Dudley
JOHN MARTYN, Surrey

University
GORDON G ILST RA P, retie's, Birmingham
Coventry College
THE NEUTRONS. Maid -I KOKOMO, Chiswick Po1stone College
ytechnlc
SASSAFRAS, Heriot Watt
College, Edinburgh
CAMEL, London College
CHOSEN FEW, Barba-

GREENSLADE, Free

Youth W ing. Nottingham
JOHN "D. LOUDERM
CAMEL. Winter Gardens, ILK, Vauxhall Park,
Cleethorpea
Great Yarmouth
A BAND CALLED O, City
ACE. Bradford Unlver-1
Hall. Newcastle
city
ACKER BILK, River Lea
ALAN PRICE, Victoria
Restaurant, Broxbourne, Hall, Hanley
Herts.
G.AS WORKS, Kent
MUSCLES, Speakeasy, 48 University
Margaret Street, London BEBOP DELUXE, St.)
WI
George's, Exeter
KURSAAL FLYERS. KOKOMO, Chiswick PolBristol University
ytechnlc, Bath Road.
GORDON GILSTRAP,1 London W4

SATURDAY

of Fashion

PARADISE,- JB's Club,
Dudley

HUSTLER. Doncaster
College of Education

FUMBLE,

Top Hat,

Spennymore
MOON, Derby College of
Art & Technology
YAKETY YAK, Harper
Adams Agricultural Col Iege, Newport
MUSCLES, Newman Col Iege Barney Green

BYZANTIUM Hatfield

polytechnic
JOHN CALE / HEAD.
STONE, St. Andrew's
University

FAST EDDY

PEEL,
Exeter
G. T.

JOHN

St. George's Hall,

MOORE & THE

REGGAE GUITARS,

MAY IT

L O U D O N
WAINWRIGHT, Nottingham University
SENSATIONAL ALEX

HARVEY, Kursaa 1,
Southend

-

SWEET SENSATION
drome, Birmingham MUSCLES, Reeves Club,
UPP, Liverpool Univer- Bristol
sity
JOHN MARTYN, Ulster

BEBOP DELUXE. Guild
Hall, Plymouth

SONNY TERRY &
BROWNIE McGHEE,
LSE, London

BLACKFOOT SUE /
NIMBUS, Harlow Techni
cal College
HEADSTONE / JOHN'
CALE, Newcastle Unlversity
CAN, Essex University,
Colchester
CHOSEN FEW, Barba relies. Birmingham
SNAFU, Queen Margaret
Union. Glasgow

Polytechnic
A BAND CALLED O,
CHOPYN, Sheffield Uni- London University _
versity
STRANGE DAYS, RAF
DR. FEELGOOD, Scampton, Lincs.
MOON, Coventry College
Friar's, Aylesbury
ALAN PRICE, Hipp. of Education

,,,

LEICESTER
LIRE THE

row wreckage. The whole'
building did get a good

shaking, but fortunately
Metro Goldwyn Mayer
It withstood the onepic, a sea of arms rose slaught, and though the
from the swaying mob in balcony moved a little too
a fanatical salute to their, much for comfort with the
Gods. Stomp, stomp,¡ stomping, that stood fast
stomp music
Status as well.
Quo are back on the road,
The tour, of which this
driving hard, and never was the opening date, is a
slowing down. If each celebration tour. It
body standing In front elf marks the 13th anniversathe stage was an ry of Quo's existence as a
extenslon of the foer', band. But don't let
then the floor sure was anyone tell you they're
rippling.
getting old. The stage
The windows of the hall,
should be marked off In
decorated with criss- four lanes with a starter's
cross wooden lattice, gun at one end and
looked like they'd been winning tape at the other.
taped up black -out fash- Talk about energy
ion to withstand the noise. between the band and the
The Quo crowd, the Kop of crowd there must have
music, are something¡ been enough there to keep
peculiar to that band. Leicester In street lights
They bounce, they sing.' for a year!
they shout, they clap, and
You know the stage act
of course they shake -I format by now. Heads
with a formation tech -1 down. runaround, jump,'
nique that puts Pan's sing, play, enjoy. Oh yes.
People -to baffle!. Luck-{ they enjoy It,' and .they
Chorus

scene In

-

some

enjoy getting

a

out of the crowd

\

THE DRIFTERS.

SENSATIONAL ALEX
HARVEY BAND, Fairfield Hall, Croydon
NAZARETH. Town Hall,
-Birmingham
MAN / A BAND CALLED
Main Concert Hall.

Town Hall, MldKURSAAL FLYERS,
dlesbrough

/ HEADSTONE, Repertory

BEBOP

DELUXE.

Locarno, Bristol

JIMMY PAYNE. Playhouse, Harlow

POODLES, Dorchester
Tavern, Dorset

there, underlying riffs

and runs pop up

A

-a

SASSAFRAS, Black
Swan, Sheffield

STRANGE DAYS, Festival Hall, Trowell, Notts.
HEAVY METAL KIDS,
Woodville Halls, Grave.
send

MOON, Torrington,

4

Lodge Lane, London N12

DR. FEELOOOD,
Greyhound, Croydon

JOHN

wasn't

And the band? Well
they provoked all this so
you Can Imagine how well
they played. And the
tracks? You must be

18

Theatre. Birmingham
JIMMY RUFFIN, Balley's, Watford (one week)
ALAN PRICE, Hippodrome, Bristol

reaction that Is.
very first note to the very
last is a wall of power
music. All songs, no
matter how they may
begin, mutate Into stompers In the end, but that's
not to say there's no
melody, The melody Is

MARTYN,

Queen's University, Belfast

!'1
17

joking.
-MARTIN THORPE STATUS QUO; Celebration four

FOUNDATIONS, Bail ey's Club, Derby
s ={i
1

-

1

BURRITO BROTHERS,
Southampton University
SENSATIONAL ALEX
HARVEY BAND, De
Montfort Ha Leicester
DON MILE N, Carlton
Theatre Dublin
CHOPYN. Northampton
College of Education
BEBOP DELUXE, Unity
Theatre, Wakefield
STATUS QUO, Gaumont,

SUNDAY

London N12
JOHN CALE

- a Quo,
From the

a person, no
matter how old or infirm,
who wasn't rocking
along, not á rigid Quo fan,
not one bit of dandruff
left.

SWEET SENSATION /
COSMIC LOVE, Links
Pashtos, Cromer

Torrington, 4 Lodge Lane,,

4

reaction

throughout, It's just that
they're usually drowned
out.
By the end of the gig,
the energy and the
atmosphere of the occasion, although not the best
there's ever been, could
almost be seen floating
across the hall. There

ING, Wesl .Midlands

College, Staffs

O.

T

f1
lly, or purposely, this hail.
was all standing - in - the slalls - please, so there
wasn't any front eight

George's, Coventry
KEITH CHRISTMAS, Agrlcultural College, Newton Abbott
KEVIN COYNE / STARRY EYED & I STAR-

Theatre Club, Wakefield
(one week)
CAN, Roundhouse, Chalk
Farm, London NW1
PILOT, New Victoria
Theatre, London
SHOW A DDT W ADDY,
Odeon, Hammersmith
GREENSLADE, De Montfort Hall, Leicester
LABI SIFFRE, Theatre
Royal, York

Park

Aberystwyth University
CANDLEWICK GREEN,
Half of Midlands Club,
Nottingham

EYE.

verslty

BROTHERS, Cardiff UM -

DON,McCLEAN, Odeon, College, Hertford
Birningham
FUMBLE, Top- Hat,
NAZARETH, Leicester Spennymore

.

KELLY'S

FLYING BURRITO

Polytechnic
HUSTLER, Balls

Glásgow

University

May

EUTRONS, Liver
PILOT, Central Hall, THESNtadium
pool
Chatham
SASSAFRAS. Aberdeen
GREENSLADE, City University
Hall, Newcastle
PARADISE, Kingston
STATUS QUO, Apollo,

e,

STATUS QUO / DE
MONTFORT HALL,

17, 1g73

I

May 19

PILOT, Town Hall,

Birmingham
OREENSALDE, Colston
Hall, Bristol
MARTIN CARTHY, Preston Folk 1h4 Brunsw-

Ipswich
THE NEUTRONS, Barbarella's, Birmingham
A BAND CALLED O,
Free Trade Hall, Manchester
STRANGE DAYS. Bailey's, Derby
YAKETY YAK, Grey
College, Durham
HEAVY METAL KIDS,

Northern Arts Trust,
Swindon

KEVIN COYNE,

Ivanhoe, Huddersfield
THE SPANGLED MOB,
City University. London
ECCtAI-N

/ OTIS W AYGOOD BAND. 100 Club,
100

WI

Oxford Street, London

MIKE ABSALOM, Rum-

ney College of Tech.
nology, Cardiff
CANDLEWICK GREEN,
Half of Midlands Club.
Nottingham

FOUNDATIONS, Bail-

ey's Club, Derby

HENRY COW, New

London Theatre, May 21
DON McCLEAN, Usher

Hall, Edinburgh, May 22
STATUS QUO, Gaumont,
Southampton. May 22

SENSATIONAL ALEX
HARVEY BAND. Colston
Hall, Brlstol.May 23
'ALAN PRICE, New
Victoria Theatre, London
May 23
BEES MAKE HONEY,
Dublin University, May 13
KEVIN COYNE, Hast
logs Pier,MaY 23

ST ACK

RIDO

E.

Edinburgh University,
May

23

KINKS, Brunel University, Uxbridge,May 24
GREENSLADE, corn Ex
change, Cambridge, May
24

JOHN INARTYN, Oxford
Polytechnic May 24
DR FEELGOOD, Via
torte Hall, Hanley, May
25

ROY

HARPER, Town

Halt Birmingham, May
2T
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TOTP DRESS

NEVER TOO YOUNG TO ROCK:
The grand finale

DRAMA
THERE were

a
few
blushes at Top Of The
Pops this week. Katie
Ktsson, who's been
known tospend 1350 on a
dress and Just wear it
once, appeared for Totp
In another stunning

08th May. 1970

or two about dressing,
turned up In her latest
and snap,
acquisition

Identical

YEARS AGO

6

creation.
Stephanie De Sykes,
who also knows a thing

It
hurried quick,

Back Honne England World Oup Squad
Spirit In The Sky Norman Greenbaum
The Moody Blues
Question
Frigid Ptak
0 House Of The able Sun
Of
Everything Dana
Kinds
9 All
Christie
28 Yellow River
10 I ( n't Tel The Bottom From The Top
The Hollins
Tent Jones
5, Daughter Of Darkness
(Yeedeaos Clearwater
Al Travel io' Band

e
8

meant a
change, and, that, gang,
is why the delectable
Miss de Sykes appeared,
on your screen In a Jean
skirt and top.

eirtff

7
8
9

.

.

!

1

..i

-IA

'

MADI:- =- - = -

TOO
NEVER
FOR THIS FILM
.

IN THE heat of the
summer, It's said, folks
turn a little crazy and
blame the sun. This
year a whole generation
could turn completely
barmy when they're
ex posed to the film
Never Too Young To

but the main plot

Rock.

concerning a fight to.
save pop music on
television is much too
thin to support the 007 type action that gets
introduced. It's not
Peter Denyer's fault.
His role as the Hero,
driving around In a

is so confusing that a

brings some continuity
to the madness that

Its attempt at zany,{
almost surreal, lunacy,
detailed explanation of
how to understand the
film would seem to be
necessary pre - film'
reading.
Mud, the Gtitterband.

group detector van,
ensues, and the same
goes for Freddie Jones
,as Mr. Rockbottom.

Anyone who 'enjoys

seeing their favourite
group in completely
stupid situalons will roll
around at the really
funriv bits in the film,

and the Rubettes make
useful extras In the,
department of silliness,

-

Out on his own
Phil Manzanera of Roxy
Music gets ahead with a
Diamond. Angus MacKinnon
gets the lowdown this week

EDITED BY PETER HARVEY

but

it's

the end

sequence, with its Top

Of The

Pops atmos-

phere, which really

°

stands up as good rock
cinema.
Finally all the bands
take the stage together

It's

t
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The Move

- r-

King Of The Road Roger Miller
The Beatles
Tacker To Rise
World Of Our Own The Seekers
Truelove Ways Peter 6i Gordon
Jackie
Where Are You Now My Love

-

-

8

0.

7

!)4th
1
2

T9

-

May 10e0
I Cathy's Clown - The Everty Brothers
J Someone Else's Baby - Adam Faith
S Do You Mind
Anthmy Newley
a

Shemin

- Duane
Eddy
-

6 5 'Handy Man Jimmy Jons
6 -4 Fall in Love With You
WHIM C The Haled

-

7

7

8

8

'9

19

10 12

-

/

Jive Cliff Richard
SweetNothln's Brenda Lee
Stuck On You Elvis Preeley
CradleOf love Johnny Preston
Heart Of A Teenage Girl Craig Douglas

--

-

-

Sssh..

A lot to

answer for
ALL

GOOD EVENING,

absolutely untrue,

!

the comes these people could have chosen

for their children they had to pick Eric, Derek, Alan,
Leslie and Stuart. Because yes, they're the parents
of the Rollers 1 to r top: George Faulkner, Frank
Mclteown, Duncan Lnngmuir and John Wood.
Front 1 to r: Frances Faulkner, Florence

McKeown and Joan Wood. Wonder how they sound
together?
uw-ymmatwaof 1.

in

...

It's

stage
Now we know
the whole of the music
business Is feeling the
pinch but aren't Warner

so

don't believe word of It:
Barry White does NOT
spend all his spare time
watching films of Hitler;

Brothers taking their
publicity campaigns too
far: after part of their

actually It's Bogart

gangster movies he's

London office was gutted
by flee they cashed in

-

hung up on
which
explains a lot
and
talking about heavies, ex.
New Seeker, Eve Graham
made the biggest faux pas
of the week when she
bumped Into Ringo at a
party and asked: "How's

...

with a Towering
prom, and .
.
WHOLE of the
'record industry
.

1

Is the

Alter their not - quite glorious film debut
this week, have Mud
already got another film
lined up - complete with.
plot this tine.. . It's al
bit close to the edge
so

Jack The Lad departed
for a tour of Scandinavia
lugging 400 bottles of

Guinness with them.

ire!

inferno

British
being
taken over by Australia!

Maureen?" Meanwhile,

-eh

ewe

--

Knights
The Mlraite Vou're Gone .- CRH Richard
Bob
Subterranean Homesick Rloes
Dylan

',l6 YEARS AOO

-

something to GTO films,
the makers. It Is -that
it's not good enough to
trot out a parade of
groups playing material
that appeared in the
charts months ago. The

t

-

Trent

Here (Mum The Night Them
The Animals
8 BrMglt On Home To Me
The Barron
0 Pop Go The ' Workers

10 17

Í

OF

-

Brontsaurus

9

7
.

which should prove

P. H.

4

'4

the
Tony McCauley . pen
ned title song. It's going
to be released as a
single by Scott Fitzgerald and should be a hit,

public want new material, something to
remember the film for.
In this little epic it's left
to groups like the
Whoopee Band, and an
unknown outfit called
Silk to provide the
musical surprises. The
rest, Mud In particular,
should be happy with
their film debuts and
just pray for a better
script, a better director
and a better producer,
next time round.

4

O

for the film's most

stirring number,

1

9

6 15

-

-

-

-

May. isle
L

1

have a
problem.
this; the
show's lucky mascot
a moggie named Jerry
Lee
has been nicked!
The Wild Wax Show
are offerings reward of
10 - mint - conditioned
Sun singles for Its
return.

-

YEARS AGO

1161h

Convention, Hud-

dersfield

--: i

i

10

_

-

E

-

Revival

THE WILD WAX SHOW
the Teddy Boy disco
booked to provide a
barrage of rock 'em sock 'em 10505 sounds at
the Annual Teddy Boy

Z
tY

5.

a

-

missing

-

-

-

e

10 14
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dresses,

While up in Wolverhampton Clifford T. Ward y'know, that story of a
joined Rob Plant and Roy certain plugger who
Wood for an all-star somehow managed to lose
football match; In case his lady friend's four
you didn't know Canasta footed companion whilst
le a new sport of stars she's away making a
but the question is couple of dozen epic . . .
have the Rollers got It ¢good to hear that the
taped?
they may think darling of the roller derby
no-one notices buí a lot of tease over In the States is
people are watching and now in L. A. working on a
listening. . . but what we new album . . . gawd,
bear growls, he
really want to know la when
what were Daces public- don't half make a lot of
ist Chris Pode and Moody noise, not to mention the
Blues aid Nick Massey Wren tat And finally, if
doing
stranded in you see a large furry
Guernsey"? . . . thing hurtling through the
9onrratulatlons to Keith. sky In the near future,
worry not. It's got nothing
he tu.s given up
Moon
drinking. Mud's Rob to do with too much
grenadine in your milk.
Davis In looking really
It's merely
Womble
browned off after
doing a tittle free-laling
.
hollday in Rhodes
in an effort to Impress
and really what's hapthat great Utter -man
pened lo Status Quo?
-

A

.
,

r

PLUS: Barry White, Neil Young,

a

Allen ToussaintVincent Price, John Peel
on the new singles, all the latest albums,
and why the Bay City Rollers' manager
doesn't let his boys speak to the
Press

.
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Still a Twinkle in his eye
BILL AND

COO is the
name? Yeah, we like it

Mr. Policitian, sir. Bill.,
alias Sydney Ripley, whet
up'bl now has led an',
active political career.
has taken to writing songs'
and has paired off with
Coo, atlas Twinkle oft

Terry fame (who is his
darlin' daughter). "I've
always written music and
played the piano, says
the rip-roaring Ripley.
"It was Twinkle who
persuaded me to bring out
a record, I'm writing a
song for Max Bygraves,

.

-

T

/1

f.

ra

..:

although he doesn't know

it yet."

In the

meantime

Billy boy has his own

ole

song

He and Twinkle
under their endearing
pseudonyms, have their
own self -penned single
out called Smoochy.
Mmm, very cosy!
to do.

L

-

..

Mick Parfitt's now
playing acoustic guitar on

Me sky...

BYE BYE

'

I
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ROLLERS CONCERT,
Bournemouth pair and
one.
Phone after sex

-

-

540-9612.

-

ORMONDS TICKETS.
051.922 1965.

¡e

Malo Qew
~nun we.

tner

23

LTMn

255R.

.ende. o.,efRn
Ada,don Road

OUS?

We 01 4170102

also

1,300
A.
SE.:
Bob,
smead

-

Rays

Publications. 491 High
Rnad.Ilford, Essex.

-

-

5 )I1RED. Girl friend for
(l.
*s t.utn London guy.

-

QUIET GUY seeks
ncere steady girlfriend,
+e
looks Immaterial.
ralckshlre / North-

Nelson House, Nelson St..
Ryde.
STOCK CLEARANCE. 15
singles 41.
plus post

Leicestershire.
vane friendship.
.,se write U you are

.,,pton

,

I

+

-

MODELS. PHOTO.
New
GR APHERS.
friends. It's all to

,

SAE fad

Janes And e.,.l
4s A.hrom Road

.e.

WI'S WE
r*ARn ecea

01.808 6217. Also/
range of professional

disco equipment.

-

7013.

-

- Canrobert

lonely. Thanks
Box Number 258R.

105

BLANK CASSETTE
TAPES. Cho

38p, C120

SEll.
GARNET BOYS Fan
Club informationLaurle, 2 Springfield

-

Southwalk, Middleton,
Sussex.

DIFFER--

11,,S17^^11Ee

b Doling/

EX TOP 30 records (1960 from
Nearly
titles and all major
stars. Send s. a. e. list.

best services
Penh-lends or

74)
2,000

turnance or Marriage.-housande of members,
U
ages, England and
rbroad for free details -r
'end s. a. e. to W.F. E.,74

i

4k Amhurst Park,
(N

Liverpool. LB ORT.

Records Wanted

London

20 magnetic ln
dlcator boards complete

SUaeld Road, Wynmondha m, Norfolk, NR18 9AY.

Halnault Road, Romford,
Essex. Tel'ephone Rom.

with

LENA ZAVA RONI fan
club, c/o Maurice Date, 20
KC AND THE SUN.
SHINE BAND fan dub,
send s.a.e. to c/o Andy,
63

Meade Road,

'Green, London N22.

Wood

THE INTERNATIONAL
Queer" Fan Club, c/o
Pat and Sue, Trident

Audio Productions, 17 St
Annes Court, Wardour
Street, London W1.
S.A.E. appreciated,
MUSIC FANS Penfrlerids
Club, s. a. e.
10
Charlton Road, Tetbury,

-

-

-

t:sducUons

I

Kees

-Road,

an immediate cash offer.
Marsh, 363A, Kenton

Chldgey, 124 / A39
Avenue, Bristol BS7

sex.

ALL YOUR unwanted 45s

r4
loads,

and LPs purchased. Good

E SCOTT

for genuine
introductions op Castle sex with sincerity
5s1 thoughtfulness.
De taus free.
Stamp
/(Jan. Scott, 3/RM North
to
S°,le Quadrant, Bright.

prices paid. Any quantity
but records must be to
good condition. Send
e. a. e. with lists for cash

-

1'

offer! F. L Moore
Records, IOTA Dunstable
Road, Luton, Beds.

3i17413--BN130J.

OR

ESTABLISH YOURas a pop songwriter. Details from
Leeber Music, BCM
SELF

Offices, London WC1V
6XX.

Instruments For Sale
WHITE TWIN neck.
guitar, 12 months old.
(350 ono.
Phone

Bromagrove 78959.
Pubications

Moo

p

e

PERSONAL runlDl..

a.w,.n.mRe.

et><R WORoWERtupksfNrS

4 ...Omen

u,aw a.v

boEn *ORO LD PAC[ hoe taM,
fSTRIA
keR NuM5af

»AI U

-

member the "Pop Pirates" Caroline, Lon-

don, 270 / 355 / 390, City,
Essex etc. , send s.a.e. -

for lists of photographs.
Box Number 257R.

-

SCRIPT'S RADIO GUIDE
Olt Rt. 5A2Azwt LI Wier

ROGER SQUIRE Disco
supreme (stereo) for sale
4140 o.n.o.
Telephone
Hockley, Essex 4148.

-

DJ: Studios
RADIO AUDITION

TAPES. Special rate for
DJs, only 48 per hour.
Further Information Tel.
Wayne, Roger Squire's
(DJ Studies), 01,722 8111.

722 8111.

John. Jason Wall.,
Ind/p.nd1m Local Redo and

al

new
DISco DEEIAY w<aon and
FREE RECORD 10.12009 Jong.
.nu Andv Push.
Sanea 25 pence PO m;
RADIO GUIDE IDapl RMI
PO

Plus

-

Mushroom Disco Centre,
193 Kentish Town Road,
London NW5.

Mobile Discos
DAVE JANSEN.

-

Channel 4000W
(10.35; SROBES: 1 Jowe
121.4; 4J £21; 15J £45 etc.
Call or catalogues sent.

Songwriting

POP PAINTINGS of your
favourite star - send MUSIC TO- LYRICS.
s a. e. for details.
Joe Marketing service.
Hermon, 28 Llftleworth SAE to Donovan Meher,
Road, Downley, High Excel House, Whitcomb
_hisses London WC2 TER.
Wycombe, Bucks.

-

1

Electronics, 98a

London, N15
88M,

32177.

Disco Equipment
FAL STANDARD disco
unit C77.50. FAL super
disco unit £110. Disco

speaker cabinets 50 wan
(33.' 100 watt £55. 8/h
Newham Conquest cabl
nets (37.50. Above prices
plus 25 per cent VAT.
Mushroom Disco Centre,
193 Kentish Town Road,

-

London NW5.

--

SOUNDOUT
DISCOTHEQUE
EQUIPMENT
World Amend 5..?.,,
w

SI PARR ROAD
111165TON, SURREY

(Monday -Friday 9.5 ).

MUSIC MACHINE.

TN. el

Three River, Essex. 3512.

RUSSELL. All
occasions.
Ring now!
JOHN

-

JOHN RUSSELL

5148.

ERA

8378

Transparent Covers

482

4127.

SOUNDS INCREDIBLE

TIANSPA9INTRf(080

DISCOTHEQUES

COVERS

al

Ir

a

OM.

a

DISCOTHEQUES
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE
DISCOTHEQUES
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE
DISCOTHEQUES
SOUNDS INCREDI BCE
DISCOTHEQUES

EIS SO.

2350 el
ET
dNvahaEO, Lightene
1m
12/93 rso

05.40.ó.GO) at EIS 03

srELM

ALBUS Hem over P/
Jpp

51111

..rd,.

order

n7s

POP Included In OR end ER*

01-888 9755.

C.W.O., A.J. COOK OSON
IOept r.Mal se oo»nhlM.
TPn.nn.RL Lendnn N17
6eD-

TIME/ANYWHERE.

/

01.967 2528 2991.

AT OUR GREAT NEW

SEE US

MUSHROOM DISCO CENTRE

Or send now for our mail order catalogue

193 KENTISH TOWN ROAD. LONDON NW5
Deco Unn, horn En 50 Loam Show, 0,0,or1m, hem I
SrLL ONty 1. VA r ON DISCO LIO'rlNG

ALL TIME FAVOURITE JINGLES
IR11I roí MOAT U5. .50.0E

50050. uso.caar.moYn esor'
11001ín roams -su nil atom to Mn
m
war's 'ruano P. -M0 Tit Ruz con 05
TOUR

0

Send

45..., DISC

NEW

Sat. 011151.
Chapo. for e 75,
for n for e ussoteI re

PO or

an.at
: rta,m

ou

., as*

JUMBO 11(0505 !TAPES
52 SMAFTESBURY AYEMUI, LONDON

NI

Rogar Squire's 1975/6,

01-800

DISCO CATALOGUE

must for hiere. DJ

.1

form & advertisement rates

7a pages

featuring over

zoo

the latest disto product....

of

DISCOS

AMPS SPEAI(ERS MICS JINGLES
JINGLE
LIG
WS
MACHINES
SOUND TO LIGHT UNiTS
SPOTS STROBES
MIXERS
HOME STUDIO EQUIPMENT
AM) DISCO ACCESSORIES
Information on DJ Course. ISO!

.00 cover Cost and

79 full colour fllusrntumt on the
latest ddeo lighting effects

o..%

Fantastic Pal... /or money prices and a
Poacher be each catalogue

1-5

prdit

MAR ORDERS AND SPECIAL DELIVERY SERVICE
TO ALL PARTS OF THE UK and evinces

Ua

.den.",

wend bcOp now for yonreopy

p.err,u
NUS
Pl,e,e,end Sr Rotor Saa,rr',:915
PO CkC.heoue
, pat
cmke.eeoF(Dx7 Lr Rorraull91506CiMlocur

4'ES D16COUNTS

To: CLASSIFIED AO

Wi:,^1!

9 k.ri.RNld.r

++..+.....r.
P ubusnea Dy

r

NAME

DEPT.
RECORD MIRROR
1

J

,

II
.

Spotugnt PuDU<a0tlaus

Lid

for efe

results
Spotlight House,

NAME

RM small$

ADDRESS

UNWELL ROAD
LONDON N7 TAX
Tel. 01.807 6811

~well

Koad.

Imdoa

NT

I

-ERR

ADDRESS

j

o

Parm«,a

NeeW Gaup. SINGLES 754"
751' 100 et (1yl' 250 n rA.A
an
DOUBLE

.

COME AND

ItR4.

PoMh.na Newry Gauge

SOUNDS INCREDIBLE

(*COMM

w

-

PSYCHO80UND DIN

CEREBRUM LIGHT- ING!'
DJ. Discount

...

TRANSONIC JINGLES.
You've heard them on the
radio
now they can be
your+. Available for the
first Ume in Britain at
Incredibly low prices.
Tailormade and persndallsed for your own
discotheques, clubs, radio
stations.
Tel. Kennylyn Sound Studios Ltd,
Tunbridge Wells (0892)

WRAP AROUND JOY
We're something new.
Phone 01-800 8588 or 9134.

Aarvak
(R), West Green Road,

-

722 8111.

01-899

4010.

-

Roger Squire's Disco
GIRLS THROUGHOUT Insurance, 01-722 8111.
Britain. Want to become
a photographic model.
Write or call Saturday - Lighting Equipment
after 10.30 am.
01-553
SOUNDLIGHT CON4669. Rays Publications,
VERTERS, 3 channel
491 High Road, Ilford.
1500W (19.50> 3000W
Essex.
,

-

per cent VAT.

COVER 'for all your disco
equipment and records
whether on the road, at a
gig or In your unattended
vehicle. Arranged in
association with Lloyds of
London.
Tel. -Jayne,

so. 400

£28.75;

lor

45 rpm records
t1.18. Above prices plus 8

jingles

COMPREHENSIVE

KINGS LANGLEY. SECTS,

-

DISCOTHEQUES, ANY

Disco Insurance

a

TAILOR - MADE JINGLES featuring your own
name puts real sparkle
Into your show. Wide
range available. Top
studio quality, low cost!
Tel. Jayne, Roger
Squire'. (r)J Studios) 01-

COT HEQUES. 01-688 2472

-

LINO

Muy Ramon n05
Aablo with
lechers,
Swill,7 5kue,: Red.
Fond Dare Wilton., CAtpwn
RADIO CAROLINE

í4.5O. Pluto effect wheels
U. All Ume favourite

aL twwn Im

law.,a.l

ROAM SMALLS mu.,
co shied,
141,01505,55
A0vERT151No0.
11 p
per Hna1a column
IM.

......

Kent

Folkestone, Kent.
ME.RO 2. Send' 75p for
colour photo in Rutter eta m
Harbour.
63 Green oaks, Lancing, Sussex.
OFFSHORE RADIO. Re-

disco, loony group,
streaker, womble, super
heroes effect wheels

I.., twol.

aa Arlen Iro wed. pee

Rpq
537Z
OR"

ae,aree..,d

SouthIDRoad, Chatham,

Avenue.

I

ro
ENT.alrma
p,.'erww .

S-.,
Riyy
-MIKES

-

Romney

RADIO DJ COURSES
held weekly at our St
John's Wood Studio.
Don't miss your chance
with Commercial radio.
Tel. Jayne, Roger
Squire's (DJ Studios), 01-

Jobs

printed for discos,

28

Radio D.J. Courses

-

TEE SHIRTS. Specially

/

-

Sound. Equipment

PLEASE PUBLISH MY ADVERTISEMENT UNDER THE HEADING..
. -.
,nserhonisi commencing w, h the NISI available Issue. I enclose Postal Order/Cheque salad E
made payable to RECORD MIRROR.

!Nf4094US SITUATIONS VACM'f
SALE, MSTgIWFNTS r4711 SALE.

.aEq1eM

-

Special Notice

aged between 13 and 15.
Box Number 256R.

SMALLS-order

R
NR

Kenton, Middle-

characters.

ford 24621.

similar for penfriend,

Printing

1,000

Falconcraft Limited,

15, seeks

groups, clubs, promotions, advertising etc.
Send stamp for details.
LP's. Send your list for Multi Screen Services,

Private

I.UB.

1rí
arranged by
Pat for all ages. Stamp
14: details
In confidence to
this
I

YOUNG GUY,

CASH PAID -tor your
unwanted singles and

FRIENDSHIP

POSTAL

-

'82 Vandyke Street,

Coulsdon.

TOP

-

~ford, Essex.
rxCITlNG1

-

48

-

-

-ad,

29p, C90

Road, Exeter, Devon.

-

F.

-

- 42p, p+p 20p.
- Mulpeter,
Grove
Lane,

London

Street, London F2.
Gloss
25 PAST top twenty hits;
- re.
ROXY MUSIC CLUB
tuNELY GUY, 17, seeks C3 cwo or a. a. e. , lists.
MEMBERS
Rates.
5,
. k 16 - 18. Merseyside
Geoffrey son send s. a.e. -forNOTICE
genuine. Box Road, Caversham, Read- tion sheet onInformaPhil
ing, Berks.
, , ^a,
Tiber 254R.
first L. P.
NF..AUTIFUL GIRL'_ CHARTBUSTERSI 1954 / Manaanera's
"Diamond Head", plus
74, s.a.e.
80 / 67
m all continents want
free photo.
c,lerestIng correspond - Western Road, Hove, NON - MEMBERS for
f -;e, friendship, even . Brighton.
details, send
SOUL, POP singles from membership
arrlage, Details and
5p for list send large s. a. e. to Peter Leay, B
.emple photos free.
Stmbur Road, Wallasey,
s.a.e.
' p.h rmes. Berlin, 11 Box
Soulscene, 68 Merseyside.
Stafford Street, St.
880/ RM, Germany.
PHOTOD.ATES. YOU George's. Telford, Shropshire.
nose from hundreds.
Penfriends
PASTBLASTERSI -2,000
A. E. for free details.
available. s. a. e.
24
' E.l.TRM), 3 Manor

,,ii.

N17.

DJ fEngles

-

83

Saffron
Walden, EasesSEE THE new home and
party disco unit, only í7e
complete at DDE, 31 The
Hale, Tottenham. London.

ud,.

A.hlord Common

Miele

singles.
3
KingRoad, South
Oxton, Birkenhead, Merseyside.
VINCE TAYLOR single
of the Rockhouse label
Do You %Yonne,Rock 'nt
Roll - Superstar, H. OD Inc
P +
p.
Trevor, 14'
Cromwell Gdne, St Neots,
Huntingdon, Cambs,
LP'S FROM 20p. singles
from Bp. large S. A. E:
Lists "Pat" 47 Larbreck
Avenue, Blackpool.
LP - 45
1958
74. All
types 0983 - 86770 - 5,

-

091819

GUYS AND DOLLS
FAN CWB

Pus, send

109

- Ellis,
Radwinter Road,
ments.

FM 0.1111

-

Burnley.

ROENTLY RE

-

6

Bridgford House. Trent
Bridge, Nottingham.
ILL TYPES of exciting
plano and. guitar sheet
music. Send s.a.e. for
llat(s) or state require-

Records For Sole
DAVID ESSEX, Cliff HELEN SHAPIRO o(í1-,
fan club.
Richard, Dusty dal
156
Springfield cassettes, Kennington Park Road,

PUS anywhere - send
sae (or tree details.
T,cnage Club, Falcon
House. Burnley.

I

you can make

Queen's Road. Reading.

TEENAGERS! PEN -

-

so

Dating (RRM/3)

-

2515.

If

URI (MI

exciting new blends.
W rite S.S. M Computer

FD urgently, all ages.
64E to Pen Society,
N38), Chorley. Lancs.
PENFRIENOR AT home
and abroad. all ages,
send sae for free details.
- European Friendship

Messenger

714KtI s No

ARK YOU ADVENTUR-

NUN
PENFRIENDS WANT

Society.

Gear (Dept 28)

Clwyd, or Chester areas
possible)- Box NumberU

and

to Europe's

...cowered compute.

,;e
RYI

BAY CITY ROLLERS
and OSMONDS fans!
Free fan gear list of
unique Items from: Fan

LONELY YOUNG MAN,
27, would like to
a
slim young lady 18 meet
- 24 for
.Fan Clubs
friendship (Wrexham.

Personfrl

LYRICS; SET to music by 'centre for the greatest
professional composer.
bargains in effects light10
Kew Bridge Court, ing, Over twenty brands
Landon, W4.
of equipment stocked, all
ATTENTION LYRIC .It the lowest price..
Free
WRIT/FIRM Make most of mall order on most Item..
yowl' material. Deta Ile or cash and carry
(s. a. e.) Glovers, 243 Secondhand bargains
Regent Street, London, available, All types, of
WIR 8PM.
effects for hire including
LYRICS WANTED by sound effects equtppmatt
music publishing house. Showroom at 188 ChU[Een
11 St Albans Avenue, Drive,
Surblton, Surrey
London W4.
(opp Berrylands Station,
SONGWRITINO MAGA 20 minutes from WaterZINF., free from Inter loo). Phone 0l -390 0051 for
national Songwrlting AS. FREE 12 PAGE BROsoot anon (RM), New CHURE,
Street. Limerick.
SOLAR 230 LI GHT SHOW
projector 185. Solar 100B
152. Tutor H 449. Solar
Free Radio
100 cassette (21. Pluto 100
CAR STICKERS "Sup- wheel effect [18. Pulsar
light
port Free Radio", 2p each Zero 3(x)0 sound
plus s. a. e. Also pirate unit 185, Zero 2250 £25.
tapes.
Martin Kayne, Multi liquid or daffy
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